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Princeton, Caldwell County, Kentucky, Thursday, October 27, 1949
Where's My Shoes?

es Of 100 Persons
erve At Polls
Announced By
if Towery

Darius Dyer Dies
Friday Night Al
Daughter's Home

GREGORY TRAINS FOR WINGS

Mrs. Bodenhamer
Passes Following
Paralytic Stroke

Show Stopper

She Was A Native Of
Caldwell County And
Was Prominent In
Baptist Circles

Retired Insurance Man
Buried At Sturgis
Tuesday; Was 88
And A Mason

•

'Caldwell Circuit
, Court Completes
5 Of 41 Cases
Names Of Persons To
Serve On Grand And
Petit Juries Are
Announced Here

Funeral services for Mrs. L. W.
Caldwell County Court, which
Bodenhamer, who died Saturday
opened here Monday with 39 equinight at Princeton Hospital, folty cases and two common-law
lowing a paralytic stroke, were
cases, had completed five cases
conducted at the First Baptist
by Wednesday noon, it was re •
Church Monday afternoon at 2:30
ported by Mrs. Leona Trader Avo'clock by the Rev. H. G. M.
erdick, circuit court clerk.
Hatler.
After routine business of imMrs. Bodenhamer became ill in
paneling a jury and reading prothe office of Dr. N.T. Cole, where
bation Cases Monday, James Russhe had gone for treatment for
sell, 'Nergo, was fined $35 and
high
blood
pressure,
from
which
T.
John
Mrs.
2;
No.
on
costs when he pled guilty of. failhe had suffered the last three
D. clerk; Mrs. William
ing to stop and render aid in an
sears. She was immediately takIt. sheriff; Mrs. R. Roy
Three-months-old Carolyn Benaccident. That same day George
en to the hospital, where she died
D, judge; Mrs. Fred son displays her dimpled knees
Payne's probation was revoked
five hours later.
on, It, judge.
and curled toes as she walks
Born in Caldwell County, Mrs.
Eleanor Daklts models a medal- in a case of grand larceny and he
ton No. 3: Mrs. John El- with only slight help at her home
was given a year's imprisonA-C Richard B. Gregory, son of Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Gregory, Bodenhamer was the former Imo- lion which stopped the show at
clerk; S. J. Cantrell, D, in Murray, Utah. But Carolyn
ment.
training to receive his gene Clift, daughter of Mrs. Alof
R,
phase
last
Thomason,
begun
street,
has
Hopkinsville
, layette
has a feminine problem. Her
the nationwide exhibit of diaJohn Hale was acquitted Tuessilver wings as an Air Force pilot at Williams Air Force Base, Chand- bert Clift and the late Mr. Clift. mond faehions in New York.
Mrs. Frances Clayton, D, mother, Mrs. LaVerl Benson,
day on a charge of assault, and
at
School
She
married
Mr.
Bodenhamer,
Training
Flying
Basic
from
gradilated
was
He
Ariz.
ler,
can't find hard-soled shoes small
The "Heart of Texas" medallion
Edwards, Negro, was
Randolph Air Force Base, Texas. Prior to entry in Aviation Cadets, owner of a drycleaning establish- has an 85-carat honey-colored Marcellue
ton No. 4: L. C. Liscan, enough for her. Cathy already
guilty
on a charge of asfound
attendment
here,
in
1922.
School
and
High
Butler
R,
from
graduated
Cadet Gregory was
; Mrs. Herbert Clift,
stone once owned by the Russian sault and battery and fined $25
has walked into lots of fan mall
Active in church work, Mrs.
ed Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn., two years. He was for:
Mrs. Pepper Jones, D, —through a picture showing her
imperial family. It shows a and costs. Ray Beshears was acBodenhamer, at the time of her
merly employed by Steger Lumber Co. here.
Mrs. Charles Hubbard, R, walking at the age of three weeks.
mounted Texas ranger with lar- quitted of a charge of possessing
death, served as assistant superiat, composed of more than 300 liquor in local option territory .
(AP Wirephoto)
intendent of the primary departceton No. 5: Mrs. Herman
Train Holiday
diamond brilliants. The medialThe grand jury consists of th
ment of the Sunday, School at
R, clerk; Mrs. Ernest
lion is suspended from a. belt of following citizens:
Delays
Mail
the First Baptist Church, of
Howard
sheriff;
D,
braided strands of rhodiumW. L. Childress, foreman; Charwhich she was a member. She also
Service Here
R, judge; Rogers Pickfinished silver. Miss Dakin also les W. Martin, Owen Towery,
served
as
"Story
Hour"
leader
Discontinuance of two Illinois
wears a marquise diamond neck- Euen Farmer, Powell Oldham,
D, judge.
and "Sunbeam Band" leader for
lace, two diamond border brace- Carl Strong, Dewey Butler, Lee
ton No. 6; King SatterCentral trains from Fulton to
Compares
With
Average
the
church.
lets and diamond earrings. (AP Mashburn, Fred Burress,
Louisville, beginning Tuesday, has
D, clerk; Mrs. Lewis JenSurvivors include her husband;
Polio Fund-Raising
sheriff; Mrs. Pearl BoitWirephoto)
resulted in some delays in first 42.4 Cents For The
Coleman, G. C. Hays and E. W.
her mother; a daughter, Margarjudge.
class mail here, it is reported by
Event To Be Held
1948 Burley Crop
Croft.
Jimmy;
two
sisters,
et, and a son,
Robert
Mrs.
7:
postton No.
Billie T. Gresham, assistant
Washington — (AP) — The Miss Pauline Clift, and Mrs. Ralph
The petit jury panel consists of
At
Country
Club
R.
S.
It, clerk; Mrs.
master. Reasons for stoppage for Agriculture Department announcFelix Mitchell, R T. Thompson,
Fuller,
both
of
Detroit,
Mich.:
An
"old-fashioned"
Hallowe'en
these trains is due to the Illi- ed it will support grower prices
D, sheriff; Milton SheriCook Oliver, Robert Merrick,
and a brother, Ray C. Clift, also
judge; Mrs. Cleveland barn dance, under the auspices of
nois Central Kentucky Division's of 1949 crop burley tobacco at
Harold Jones, Chester Cravens,
of Detroit.
curtailed supply of coal, railroad 40.3 cents a pound.
0, judge.
the Gradatim Club for the purRoy Sisk, Hewlett McDowell, E.
Pallbearers were John Eison,
officials report.
ceton No. 8: Mrs. Mack pose of raising funds for the local
This average compares with Sr., Earl Lamb, John Eison, Jr., Contributes To The
C. Word, G. M. Quisenberry, Earl
Train No. 101, which arrived 42.4 cents for the 1948 crop.
it, clerk; Arthur Whorton,
Wood, Basil Pugh, Roy Boisture,
Walter Rogers, Johnnie Baldridge
Industrial
Progress
Mr. J. W. Horning, infantile paralysis campaign, will
here from Louisville at 12:50 p. m.
Burley support rates this year and Brownie Cartwright.
Forest Cayce, Luster Baker, Herat
the
Princeton
Country
be
held
D,
Whitis,
W.
nere
at
7:20
W.
102,
arriving
.11-5.
and No.
again will vary by grades, rangAnd Growth Of State
man Oliver, J. D. Asher, William
Flower girls were Edna Ray
Club Monday night, Oct. 30, it is
p. m. from Fulton have currently ing from 10 to 62 cents a pound,
Winters, Marvin Davis, Virgil
Lane, Jackie Hubbard, Rosie
Princeton
firm,
the
KentucA
been stopped, the former affect- compared with 12 to 66 cents last
ton No. 9: Walter Perry, announced by Mrs. J. J. RosenBeck, Hester Kennady, Dean ky Whip and Collar Co., has been Tyler, Mice Hart, Ewin Smith, J.
' el Boi'nott, D, sheriff; thal, a member of the publicity
ing afternoon deli‘•ery to the city. year.
Kennady, Sarah Richie, Pat Horn, selected to receive an honorary W. horning, Willard Mitchell,
.; Jackson, R, judge; committee.
A star route has been establishThe department also announc- Mary Ruth Eison and Phyllis certificate at the 38th annual Charlie George, Earl Hillyard,
D, judge.
ed from Princeton to Kuttawa to ed it will support 1949 crop fireYoung
People
Of
First
Gray.
Highlights of the night's entermeeting of Associated Industries H. N. McNeeley, Gilbert Kenexpedite the handling of first class cured tobacco at an average of
No. 19: Mrs. S. 0.
tainment will consist of dancing, Christian To Present
Burial was in Cedar Hill of Kentucky to be held Thurs- nedy, J. E. Tatum and D. N
D, clerk; Mrs. Poole
mail in that area, Mr. Gresham 30.2 cents a pound, compared
Cemetery.
games and other concessions, Mrs. Sunday Worship Hour
day, November 3, at Louisville. Creasey.
said.
I, it, sheriff; Mrs. Russell
with Sillaiscrits last year.
, Court is benig presided Owes
Rosenthal said.
it is announced.
A
special
reformation
program
k, 1), judge; Mrs. Floyd
It also 'set an average support
by Circuit Judge H. F. S. Bailey,
Louis
J.
Bosse,
Louisville,
manwomen
in
Gehdittitn
committee
vArbe
given
First
at
the
ChrisFredonia Senior Class
, it, judge.
rate of 26.9 cents a pound for 30 Possible Sites
aging director of the association, Madisonville, and Commonwealth
ceton No. 11: Mrs. D. W. charge of the event are Mrs. tian Church Sunday, Oct. 30, at To Present Carnival
dark air-cured tobacco, compared For Markers Include
said
the firm will be honored for Attorney Alvin Lisanby.
Harralson,
house;
Mrs.
Hearne
11:45 a.m., it is announced.
leld, D, clerk; Mr. Cheswith 28.3 cents last year.
its
contribution
to the "industrial
SenFredonia
Members
of
the
Crider,
Mrs.
W.
D.
ArmOne
In
Cooper
This
Section
Young people participating will
skins. sheriff; Mrs. Boyd
Last year's rates for fire-cured
ior class will hold their annual
A subcommittee of the Kentuc- progress and commercial growth" Father Finds Son's
judge; Mrs. Ambie strong, Mrs. Allan Murphy and be Dorla Dean Stallins, Wilma
ranged from 12 to 50 cents a
Mrs. W. C. Sparks, decoration; Prince, Sue Darnell, Norma Sue fall carnival Friday night, Oc- pound, according to grade, while ky Historical Markers Committee of Kentucky. He said the certiidge.
Body Under Overturned
Mary Wilson Eldred, Mrs. Cartwright and Charles Wade. tober 28, at the school gymnasium, rates for the dark air-cured type has named 30 places as possible ficate will be based on years of
Miss
No. 12: Mrs. Ray
continuous operation and will go Tractor At Lamasco
Mrs. Guy Nichols, class sponsor,
Mrs.
Pickering
and
William
sites
for
road
markers.
Young
People's
The
Choir,
unranged from 12 to 45 cents.
clerk; Mr. Press Adconcessions; Mrs. der the direction of J. Gordon announces.
The list will be submitted to the to firms in business 25 years or
Sudden death was believed to
Loans will be made available to
D, sheriff; Mrs. L. D. George Eldred,
Entertainment planned for the
longer.
Taylor,
musicians;
Mrs.
Rumsey
have to come to Robert M. "BusLisanby,
with
Chloe
Ann
Winfarmers complying with the de- full committee for action. Cost of
D. judge; A. F. Hanberry,
The leather products firm was ter" Cummins, 43, Lamasco farmJ. J. Rosenthal, Harry Blades, Jr., ters at the organ, will have event includes a cake walk, fish- partment's tobacco
programs. the markers will be paid by the
urn to page seven)
established in 1900 and its present er, late last Thursday afternoon
ing pond, fortune telling and,
and Mrs. Allan Murphy, publicity. charge of the music.
Loans can be obtained through Kentucky Department of Highexecutive, A. P. Day, has been when a tractor, which he was
several guessing contests for
Mrs. Frank T. Linton is president
farmer cooperative associations. ways which has indicated it will
nal Missionary
invited to Louisville to receive driving, overturned and pinned
which prizes will be given. A
of the club.
AT JENNIE STUART
Under the 1948 support pro- finance 20 markers this year.
the award, Bosse said.
Sites approved include:
the man beneath it. Cummins'
To Be Held
Sidney Hardwick, Princeton, is prize also will be awarded to the gram, loans were made to growThe public is cordially invited
best disguised couple.
The company is among 168 Ken- body was found about dark in a
Columbus — Site of several
to attend this Hallowe'en celebra- under treatment at Jennie Stuart
ers on 96,000,000 pounds of burley,
November 2
tucky
Feature
of
the
carnival,
Mrs.
companies
to
receive
honfield near his home by his father,
tion, Mrs. Rosenthal said. Ad- Hospital, Hopkinsville, this week,
27,000,000 of fire-cured and 9,000,- skirmishes during the Civil War.
Nichols said, will be the preseneting of the Western RegThe town once was proposed as ors at the day-long session where Finis Cummins.
it is reported.
mission will be charged.
000 of dark air-cured.
tation of a school king and queen
talks will be made by Governor
oman's Missionary Union
Survivors include his wife, his
On Aug. 31, government loan the capital of the United States
followed by a coronation cereEarle C. Clements and Frank M. parents, Mr. and Mrs. Finis Cumheld at the First Baptist
stocks included about 120,000,000 because it was then the center
mony.
Dixon, Birmingham attorney and mins; a son, Dale, U. S. Army,
Wednesday, November 2,
pounds of burley, 65,000,000 of of population.
ag at 10 a. m., it is anFort Jefferson, Ballard county former Governor of Alabama.
stationed in Maryland; and two
fire-cured and 26,000,000 of dark
Main Street Improved
by Mrs. Mae Morris,
brothers, Finis, Jr., Lexington,
air-cured from the 1946, 1947 and —Pioneer western outpost. LoBrother
Of
Henry
tendent of the Caldwell
cated on the Mississippi river five
and Noble, of Lamasco.
By Highway Department 1948 crops.
ion. This regional meetFuneral services were conductBurley tobacco is grown prin- miles below the mouth of the Sevison Visits Here
Work of placing an asphalt top
lutes 11 associations in
Z. E. Sevison, manager of the ed Sunday afternoon at Friendon Main street was begun Mon- cipally in Kentutky, Indiana, Ohio. It was settled in 1780 by
Kentucky.
.
Memorial Hospital, Cheyenne, ship Church, Lyon county. BurSophomores: Ralph Anderson, day by the State Highway De- Missouri, North Carolina, Ohio, George Rogers Clark.
A total of 143 Butler High
ding will be Mrs. Marvin
A marker to William Kelly, Wyoming, visited his brother, ial was in the church cemetery.
honor Barbara Bishop, Claudie Boaz, partment. In reporting on the Tennessee, Virginia and West
the
on
were
pupils
School
Owensboro, regional
generally conceded to be the in- Henry Sevison, and Mrs. Sevison,
Thelma Coleman, Wan- work at Monday night's Council Virginia.
snt. Principal speak- roll for the first six weeks per- Sue Boyd,
ventor of the Bessemier process Eddyville Road, last week-end,
Dark
air-cured
is
grown
prinmeeting,
Mayor
W.
L.
Cash
said
Farless,
Marilu
George,
Marda
released
More Health Clinics
figures
to
Miss Rose Marlowe, iod, according
he was informed the program in, cipally in Kentucky, Virginia, for making steel. The marker will enroute home from Chicago,
. I coin China; Mrs. Har- this week by C. A. Horn, princi- tha George, Martha Sue Gresham,
Being
Held In County
Margie Hamby, 'Catherine Han- eluded the retopping of the whole Tennessee and Indiana and fire- be in the Eddyville-Kuttawa vi- where he attended the American
dy, state president; Mrs. pal.
cinity, where Kelly operated.
Clinics
held by the County
Surgeons
Convention.
cured
in
Kentucky,
Virginia
and
Sue
length
of
the
Rebecca
Jake,
Betty
asphalt
part
of
six
cock,
Ten pupils of the school's
R. Ferguson, executive
Health Department to immunize
Jones, Bernard Jones, Margaret Highway 91, inside the city lim- Tennessee.
; and State young peo- grades were placed on the special
children against communicable
were Ladd, Sara Lamb, Patsy Lock- its, and that over the asphalt
xecutive secretary, Miss honor roll of all A's. Five
diseases in the several schools of
were hart, Rose Marie Milstead, Dianne base, a rock asphalt top would be Princeton WOW Camp
two
class,
senior
the
from
Jones.
the county are progressing satisplaced with suitable weather
two Null and June Oates.
and
freshmen
one
juniors,
•ptist women are urged to
Honors 25-Year Members
factorily, Dr. W. L. Cash, director,
June Oliver, Doris Dean Pierce, prevailing. For the present the
this meeting, Mrs. Morris from the eighth grade.
announces.
Rowland,
Ramey,
Joann
program
calls
for
re-topping
With
Lillian
of
Service
AlexPins
David
were
seniors
The
Miss Mildred Kincaid, field suWood
Satterfield,
Wanda
the
street
where
it
Sidney
is
most
Princeton
Camp
Ann
needNo.
92,
WoodEleanor
ander, Rosie Beck,
pervisory nurse, spent two days
Scott,
Patsy
Ann
Shortt,
Martha
ed,
it
was
stated.
•
men
of
the
Wilma
World,
held
a
recent
and
Jones, Bob McConnell
in the county last week, assistr Class Officers
Representatives from 20 organ- quested that all voters go to the
meeting to honor members with
Prince. Juniors on the special list Jane Stallins, Tommy Stephens,
ing County Health Nurse Mrs.
izations
heard
Tom
Simmons
Joan
Ward,
Wayne
White,
Dot
Local
outpolls,
Nov.
Organizations
25
8,
and
years or more of continous
vote "yes"
At Butler
include Betty Holt and Daniel
line the need for a $70,000 bond for the bond issue. He explained Floyd Milburn in the immunizing
membership.
,nd their sponsors Thomas. The freshman was Edith Williamson, Martha Wilson and Sponsor Essay Contest
program and performing other
State manager, Buford Hurt, of issue to complete the Caldwell that the present tax rate of eight
and Betty Jo Yates.
.embers of the butler Hughes with Robbie Candler
duties in connection with the
Freshmen: Merlin Alsobrook, "How Farmers In My District Murray, and Wylon Rayburn, County War Memorial hospital cents will not be changed if the
I senior class for the Kay Crider making up the list
Health Department, he said.
Wilma Brandon, Adell Brummett, Can Further Soil Conservation Mayfield, were the speakers for at a meeting held Thursday, Oc- new bond issue is passed.
1949-50 were an- from the eighth grade.
Schools where clinics have
Through Pasture Improvement" the occasion.
Barbara
Futrell,
Gary
Gilkey,
tober
20,
at
the
K.
U.
office
here.
Those
includattending
the
meeting
roll
honor
regular
The
week.
been held recently or will be
is the subject of the sixth annual
Guess,
Blondell
Haile,
PegMr.
Simmons
also
told
the
hisPeggy
The
and
the
the
following
organizations
members
they
reprefor
were
are,
They
.10sen were Bob Mc- ed 133 pupils.
held in the near future, in addiHall, Billy Ewin Hammond, soil conservation essay contest in presented pins for their continu- tory of the hospital effort and sented were:
.dent; Howard Stone, seniors: Charles Adams, Mary gy
tion to Fredonia and Princeton,
Kentucky which is being co-spon- ous
Hawkins,
that
a
Wanda
Martha
told
the
representatives
Sue
E.
L.
Anna
Williamson,
Kiwanis
membership:
Club;
Chambliss,
Thomas
H.
!ent; Charles Wade, Boyd, Randall
include Crider, Mrs. Maggie Van
Bobbie Hogan, Jean Holt, sored locally by the Rotary Club Cavanah, Eddie Darnell, Charles close examination of the bids re- Gordon Glenn, Elk's Club; EdrY, and Sara Richie, trees- Darnell, Wanda Sue Gray, Billie Hodge,
Hooser and Mrs. Edith Mame
/and the Caldwell County Farm M. Goodaker,
Holloman,
Barbara
Frances
Hopceived
last
Spring
to
construct
win
Lamb,
N. E. Fralick,
Farm Bureau; Wanda tteachers;
Joe Gresham, Zelma Lou Herrod,
Lewistown, Woodrosk
Oliver C. Alkock, of the Charles
Bureau,
per,
Donald
Lewis
Joan
Lewis,
the
hospital were as low as "could Wadlington, Beta Sigma Phi
Rowland, Hester Oiler,
re Miss Pamelia Gor- James Hodge, Pat Horn, Patsy
Blackburn and Mrs. Cecile SigSoil
Conservation
Service,
anH. D. Skees, Luthes Stalling, John have been expected under exist- Sorority; Clifton Wood, Retail
Marvella Betty Mitchell, Bobbie Martin,
ler, teachers; White, Mrs. Juanita
ank Craig, and Cliff Holt, Connie Brasher,
William Mick, Marilyn Milton, nounces. All girls and boys of M. Taylor, C. T. Wood and John ing condition." He said that Merchants Assn.; Julian LittleHall, Bonnie Martin and JoseB. Morse, teacher; Farmersville,
high
school
age
or
below
are
eliRogers, Garfield Thomas,
Byron
R.
Young.
the
State
Department
of
Health
page,
Rotary
Club;
Mrs.
Ed
McMcCalister.
phine
Mrs. J. W. McChesney, teacher;
gible to enter the contest, he
Oldest member present was had informed the hospital com- Lin, Modern Priscilla; M. P.
Billie McCaslin, Albert Lee Betty Ruth Travis and Chloe added.
Flatrock, Robert L. Brown, teacho Begin New
Winters.
Ann
mittee
that
the
bid
to
construct
Brown,
Charles
Sr.,
Ann
Eddy
Creek
Meadows,
Rowland,
87,
and
Church;
with
Dale
Page, Ornry
er; Blue Springs, Mrs. Dora CherEighth Grade: Charlotte Akthe longest membership was John the hospital was lower than for Mrs. Merle
Brown, Parent- ry,
Quisenberry, Pearl Ramey, RoseSeries Sunday
teacher; Belle Buckle, Miss
Rebecca
Ann
Call,
Mickie
M.
ers,
any
other
construction
project
Teachers
Taylor,
44
Assn.;
Dorla
Mrs.
Baptist
Sunday
School
years.
Charles Thelma E. Brandon, teacher; Hart,
of the First Christian mary Redd, Sara Richie,
e,
Cunningham,
Marlene
Hall
in
the
State.
Curry,
0.
E.
Naomi
S.,
and
Mrs.
J.
Ran- Mrs. Linda Ladd Perkins teacher,
I begin a new series Stallins, Howard Stone,
Group To Meet Sundvy
"To build the hospital with dolph Brown, Business and Pro- and
' 5:45 p. m. Sunday, Thomas, Carolyn Thomas, Mil- Joyce Jarvis Evelyn Johnson, LesTeacher
Enon, Miss Vera Drennon,
To
Attend
T
h
e
Caldwell
Associational
Lacey,
Anna
Neal,
Billie
Ray
available
funds,
a
fourth of the fessional Woman's Club.
Norman lie
teacher.
entitled, "We Are A dred Washburn and
State
meeting
will
be
Music
Sunday
School
Shirley
Clinic
Newby,
Paris and Gerabuilding would have to be left off
Others were Mrs. John McLin,
sment", with the sub- Ward.
Miss Nancy Stowers will leave entirely and the hospital would Women's Association, Central
he'ld Sunday, October 30, at the
Nancy Armstrong, line Scott.
Juniors:
"One World, One
Seventh Grade; Jane Alexan- Midway Baptist Church, Caldwell Friday for Lexington, where she not be large enough to serve the Presbyterian Church; Ray Farm- Tosh Child III
Cook,
"One Church For Margaret Brandon, Jack
Louise Corley„ Gertrude county, it is announced. The Rev. will attend a State Clinic for mu- needs of the community," he as- er, F. & A. M.; Mrs. Huel Nuck- Of Scarlet Fever
der,
Crickmur,
Jean
." and "World Order Lucille Cook,
ols, Legion Auxiliary; Raymond
Felker, Edrington, Janet French, Norma H. B. Deakins, pastor of the Kut- sic teachers which will be held at sured the representatives.
Howell Todd Tosh, 11, son of
Ii Me," Dorla Dean Nancy Farmer, Dorothy
Mr. Simmons asked the repre- Brown, V. F. W.; Mrs. Frank Mrs. J. D. Jackson, White street,
Kay George, Mitchell Hammond, tawa Baptist Church, will be the the University of Kentucky FriIngram leader, an- Katharine Fraley, Betty Sue
day
and
speaker.
Saturday.
She
Jean
Holt,
William
Hopper,
will
be
sentatives
to
go
out
Betty
and
acquaint
Wood,
Book
Catherine
Lovers Club; Miss is ill of scarlet fever, Dr. W. L
rse worship program Goodwin, Ozell Haile,
accompanied by Miss Dorothy the people of the county with Margie Amass, U. D. C.; Melvin Cash, director for
the Caldwell
- ducted by the presi- Hopper, Ellis Johnston, James Willa Ann Lacy, Lula Parrent,
Ann
Wood,
who
will
Mrs.
Dewey
Brinkley
is
the
new
spend
need
Starnes,
the
of
an
Shirley
additional
P'Pool,
bond
Donna
issue Fralick, W. 0. W.; Mrs. Raymond County Health Department, rea Sue Cartwright. Mick, Sue Mitchell, Rose Mary
week-end
with•
for
chairman
the
friends
Walker,
publicity
at
U.
so
K.,
that the issue will pass by a Brown, W. S. C. C. Methodist ported Monday. This is the
Rog- Nancy Taylor, Sara
fifth
'n8 People were pres- Null, Lillie May Peters, Ada
Young Richard Walrond and Robert Princeton P. T. A., it was an- where she was a former student. greater than two-thirds majority, Church, and Mn. Mae Blades, case reported in the county, Dr.
last meeting, Sunday ers, Herbert Scott, Enice
They
will return home Sunday.
nounced this week.
which the law requires. He re- Gradatim Club.
Wilson.
Cash said.
and Billie Joe Pierce.

officers have been
county's 25
Caldwell
for
in the coming general
Tuesday, Nov. 8, Sheriff
Towery reports. Those to
are:
at the polls
Princeton No. 1: Mrs. Carl
R, clerk; Mrs. Estelle R.
D, steriff; P. L. Hopper,
t, Mrs. Lucy Satterfield,

Gradatim Club To
Sponsor Barn Dance

Funeral services for Darius
Dyer,,813, who died at the home
of a daughter, Mrs. D. Collins
Lee, in Covington Friday night,
Oct. 21, after a week's illness,
were conducted at 10 a. m. Tuesday at Morgan's Funeral Home
by the Rev. Emmett Ramer, McKenzie, Tenn., former pastor of
t h e Cumberland Presbyterian
Church here, and assisted by
members of the Masonic Lodge.
Born in Union County July 19,
1861, Mr. Dyer was the son of
the late John M. and Sophronia
Dyer. In ,1888, he married the
former Betty Barbee, who preceded him in death in 1947. The
Dyers moved to Princeton 37
years ago, where he had, until
three years ago, been prominently identified in the insurance business. He sold his business to the
Stevens Insurance Agency on his
retirement.
Mr. Dyer served as an elder in
t h e Cumberland Presbyterian
Church as long as his health permitted. He was also a Mason.
Besides Mrs. Collins Lee, he is
survived by two other daughters
who are Mrs. Joe E. Lee and Mrs.
A. A. Sizer, both of Covington;
two sisters, Mrs. Sallie Lemon,
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., and Mrs. E.
E. Wharton, Greensboro, N. C.
Burial was in Pythian Ridge
Cemetery, Sturgis, with a brief
service at the graveside by the
Masons.
Out-of-town relatives attending the funeral were Mrs. D. Collins Lee, Mr. and Mrs. Joe E. Lee,
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Sizer, all of
Covington; Mrs. Robert Dyer,
Orlando, Fla., and Miss Dyer
Ismion, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.

Burley Supports
To Be 40.3 Cents

Princeton Firm
To Receive Award

143 Pupils Al Butler Make
The First Term Honor Roil

Need For New Hospital
Bond Issue Discussed

,
40:74A.
44

ci

e
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Do You Know?
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etaiLifiHaFfirvileolf

THIL) &DAV
ISOROTHY ANN DAVIS
JOHN S. HUTCHESON, Jrt
Advertising Manager
Rditor and Publisher
Ri., under the Act of Congress
likitered no second claws matter at Princeton,
1879.
of March
State, 83.50; Ositsof-Eiate, 811; Cards of
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Are We To Miss The Boat?
Princeton is about to miss the boat.
to our
Although Kentucky's greatest tourist attraction is close
persuade
or
ons
accommodati
border, we have done nothing to provide
over in our town.
Mr. and Mrs. Fisherman or Sights' to stop
world, will
Kentutly Lake, the la.vest man-make-lake in the
the next
within
State
the
of
section
this
to
tourists
be drawing more
Princeton is a part
few years than Mammoth Cave. And although
Kentucky will
of the path which tourists from Eastern and Central
preparations have been
travel over to get to this beauty spot, few
the thousands
made by our merchants and businessmen to acquire
to spend and
prepared
are
tourists
these
that
year
each
dollars
of
leave behind.
within
Since a decline in business and agriculture is inevitable
getting ready to
the next few years, it seems that we should be
people will spend
pick up dollars from other sources; dollars which
and in the town
them
for
something
has
which
community
in the
which invites them.
resAt the present time, we have only two hotels and a few
would
taurants, but we do not have tourist courts or motels which
which we
attract a large number of tourists. Few of the restaurants
spend
do have are inviting enough to persuade travelers to stop and
now do not
a dollar or two. Many of those who come through here
stop but go on to another town to spend their money.
Isn't it time for us to wake up and be prepared to cash in on
additional revenue to run our business?
Merchants in many of the other towns of the State know the
value of the tourist trade. Let's not pass up this opportunity. Let's
be prepared, let's build, beautify and advertise our town.

Advisers Or Promoters
of the
Dr. Edwin G. Nourse steps down from the chairmanship
President's Council of Economic Advisers on November 1.
Regrettable as is the departure of this able moderate from
to have
among the-White House counselors, the issue which appears
impelled his resignation and how that issue is to be resolved overshadow personalities.
There have been differences in viewpoint within the council,
with Dr. Nourse usually on the conservative side and his colleagues,
toJohn D. Clark and, in particular, Leon H. Keyserling, leaning
ward what is loosely called the "spending" concept. But these differences have been smaller and fewer than the agreements. They
have not seriously impaired the value of the council's semiannual
reports on the economic state of the nation.
The sharp split, it is said, developed over the question whether
the council members should actively promote their recommendations before Congress and elsewhere or whether the council should
blueprint its findings and recommendations as a nonpolitical board
of experts, leaving it to the political engineers, so to speak, to thrash
out the matters of policy and application.
Dr. Nourse held to the latter view (although his Pentagon
speech last April on arms to Europe damaged the consistency of
his position). His colleagues subscribed to and practiced a less detached and judicial interpretation of their roles.
It seems logical for the council to appear before Congress, when
called upon, to clarify its reports. Otherwise, we would uphold Dr.
Nourse's concept.
The great value implicit in this top-level board of advisers is
that it can enlighten political action by providing a comprehensive,
expert base one remove, at least, from political expediencies.
Should this idea be lost, the council would soon become indistinguishable from the politicans and its members merely three more
partisan spokesmen decked out, perhaps, with ec000mics degrees.
—(Christian Science Monitor)
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Little Chips

Spawning among oysters occurs when the water in which
they live reaches a temperature of
68 to 70 degrees F.

By J. S. H.
Princeton's oldest building is
being demolished to make way
for progress. Most of us are sentimental over old things, but
many of the citizens here say
they are glad the old frame
building on North Harrison street,
which once housed a feed store,
is being torn down. The new super-market which Red Front proposes to build on the spot should
be welcomed by the people.
• • •
Many here read about the 75
women of the Louisville Woman's
Club who received food poisoning at a luncheon meeting recently. Perhaps few knew that two
of the group were former Princetonians. They were Mrs. Augustus
Kortrecht and Mrs. Charles Pollard. We should be thankful to
our county sanitarian and health
department for watching over the
food which we buy from the
stores and restaurants of our own
city. Sometimes we fail to appreciate those who watch after our
health and safety.
• • •
After her recent return from
Mary Wilson Eldred
Miss
Europe,
seems to be much in demand
among the clubs of Princeton and
neighboring communities for talks
on her trip. Reports from those
who have heard her tell about
some of her experiences, say that
her talks are not only interesting
but informative.
• • •
More and more improvements
are being made by residents of
East Market street. That section of

Kentucky On The March

Far From The Front Line
By Ewing Galloway
When I had read half-way through Jesse Stuart's autobiographical story of a mountaineer school teacher, entitled "Thread
That Runs So True" and published by Charles Scribner's Sons, I began to despair of finding some good paragraphs to quote in this
column. Then I despaired through fifty more pages of the book. I
was reading a narrative that raced along like water in one of the
mountain brooks of Stuart's Greenup County, Kentucky. Action,
action, action!
Stuart's career as a teacher began with a fight with the neighborhood bully who had previously driven a girl teacher out of the
school for good. The boy, as big and strong as Stuart, came back
after school had been dismissed. He had a job to do and preferred
to whip the new male teacher without an audience.
And what a fight it was! Sot the bully didn't lick the teacher.
When he came to Stuart was pouring water on his battered face.
That fight won the respect of the neighborhood and the friendship of the vanquished youth. And from that day on the story moves
as. only a person chock full of soul-stirring experiences and imbued
with talent to write could make it move.
On page 196 I found some sentences that looked quotable.
They are Stuart's thoughts while visiting remote rural schools in
an ancient car part of the time, on foot much of the time, and I am
using the lines by special permission of Schribner's:
"I bad visited the state department of education at Frankfort.
I had been in their well-heated, well-lighted and comfortable of"I thought they were too far removed from the front-line
schools.
"In all they had written and sent to me — a county superintendent in their vast school system.— not one sentence had any
red blood in it. Their pamphlets were too dry . . .
"One of them might have written a red-blooded book with
plenty of guts in it, instead of bloodless, dry-as-dust pamphlets, if he
had been along to see the ground roots of American democracy.
Ground roots that penetrated deeply into this rugged American
earth .
"There were ten thousand things I wanted to say about schools
and school teaching. I couldn't begin to say all the things I wanted
to say; I couldn't begin to do all the things I wanted to do.
"The need was too great. One couldn't be away from these
things and figure the needs. One had to be with them, see them, be
a living part of the whole. For when one was a part of the cockbottom reality, then he could have vision for vast improvement.
"The thought must precede the action. Vision: first -- good
roads until we could have consolidation of schools; then, consolidated
schools, well qualified teachers, who would teach pupils how to get
along with one another. Teach them elementary principles of health.
Help them find a vocation in life aod work toward that vocation.
Not let the talent of any pupil born upon this earth with a fair
amount of intelligence, be lost to the whole of the community.
"Teach them to protect, and where possible rebuild natural resources that had been selfishly destroyed by lust for the dirty dollar.
"Teach them to think about good, honest government 'of the
people, for the people, and by the people.'
"Teach them, thousands and thousands of them with good
minds and character to be teachers."
Every educator, from the faculties of our colleges down to
leachers with emergency certificates, should read "Thread That
than a firstRuns So True." They will find it to be more absorbing
years
rate novel. And all this goes tor every layman over fifteen
of age.

toWn some day probably will bt.
one of the best in Princeton if
the people keep up their good
work of building new homes and
improving the streets. Motorists
driving that way now will discover that the gravel section of the
street near Highland avenue is
now a hard surface road.
• • •
The Butler band forgot school
rivalry Saturday night after the
football game to be friendly with
the Mayfield baud. We are sure
that members of the Mayfield music group left Princeton with a
good feeling after members of the
Butler band treated them to refreshments after the gains. Too
bad so many other high schools in
the State do not know what
friendly rivalry means.

DICK OBERLIN
WHAS
NEWS DIRECTOR

The annual harvest of oysters
in the United States Is about 11,700,000 bushels, valued at $5,000,000.
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and
midnight
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next dation soon after
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on October 31, which is
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squarea
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remarkwas
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it
transplanted
too
not
Monday. This is
A
the
size
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and
observed
syrup
rhinoceros
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house
been
Produced bpi
able, since it has
ly in front of the family
cobs resembles maple
several
of a full-grown elephant.
synk
on the same date for
on a main highway.
special
Then, to add a finishing touch,
thousand years. It is a
In the
of the ancient world
Sailors
Minneapolis
the pranksters put up an old,
kind of special occasion.
to guide their book the Olson
was torn awning to- D canopy, and used star maps
outnu,
In the old days, Hallowe'en
Smiths, 1,618 to 1,08o
ships
but
,
real
merrymaking
a
like
look
of
front
not a time
made the
_
anti- nightclub — on a miniature scale,
a day of dread and fearful
cipation, for it was commonly be- of course. On the front was put
lieved that on All Hallows Eve a big sign which read: "Open for
•
AO.
that Sarnan, the Lord of Death, Business!"
The neighborhood ruckus lastCalled together certain wicked
souls to do wicked mischief.
ed a month. The practical Joker
Through the centuries, though, could dish it reit—but he couldn't
October 31 came to be known as take it!
It was especially heartening
a time to let yourself go—a time
of deviltry and mischief making. that this happened just two HalOther special days have more lowe'ens ago. That was after
serious reasons for being. New Hiroshima. It was during the
Years Day is a time of sober an- post-war inflation worries. It was
alysis, a time to check over mis- while economists and business
takes and promise yourself (hold- analysts were warning us to being hard to your throbbing head ware of the pitfalls of depression
By W. G. Rogers
MARY, by Sholem Asch, trans- with both hands) never, never to which lay in our path.
It makes you wonder if somelated by Leo Steinberg (Put- do it again!
The Fourth of July is marked times we don't take ourselves too
nam's; $3.50)
Mary, or Miriam, daughter of as a patriotic observance. Thanks- seriously. It's a good thing we
Hannah, who was the widow of giving is a time to give thanks have one night of the year when
Hannan, of The exalted House of for our blessings—a truly Ameri- we can make merry — in a sort
David, was a young maiden in can holiday. And Christmas is a of irresponsible way.
This year I for one am going
Nazareth when Joseph, whose time for reverence, a time to reto try to recapture some of the
father Jacob had fled from Naz- affirm family ties.
But Hallowe'en! Did you even lightness of spirit that used to
areth to the hills of Judah to
escape Herod's exactions, comes know that it had a reason for be- attend Hallowe'en parties. Maybe
-^
to the little town to seek a bride. ing Its observance, strangely, it will only be in letting the 23She spends her days tending to has changed a great deal in re- months-older stay up an extra
sheep, working in the house or cent years. It wasn't so long ago hour and try bobbing her funny
garden, going to the well for that the worst kind of destructive face for apples. But if the water
water, and in the evening she pranks were pulled under cover spills all over the rug—so what!
listens to her mother's stories of masks and darkness. Many a It'll dry. And the little hobgob5011160ne else may want to use the
from the Scriptures. She has disgruntled youngster has gotten lins and witches that come around
heard, as has every other Jew, even with the mean old man shrieking "Trick or treat! Trick
PARTY LINE"
or treat!" . . . Well, this year
that out of her ancient house next door on October 31!
Remember all the things that they're going to be treated better.
there will spring, from a virgin,
It's thoughtfulness like this that makes your party
By Vern Haugland
the Messiah who will right the used to happen to the outhouse Phooey to the worries. We can
Washington — What should a wrongs suffered by her race. And on Hallowe'en? It was only two pick them up again on November
line neighbors thoughtful of you. It allows othen
child have learned at home before more fortunate than many other years ago that in a little com- first!
to call and frees the line for incoming calls.
entering the first grade? Not read- maidens she has gone to Jerusa- munity not far away (we won't
ing, or learning to count, says the lem to labor in the Temple, identify it for fear of opening
The ancient Greeks made small
MANY of our customers desire different types
U. S. Office of Education. Far where she has dreamed ecasta- old wounds) a bunch of grown replicas of radishes out of gold.
more important, in satisfactory tically that she may be the chos- men (at least they were mature
of service which are not generally available
Top speed of the old covered
adjustment to school life, are the en mother.
as far as years were concerned) wagons which helped settle
now—such as individual line or two-party line
child's ability to dress and unAfter she is affianced to Joseph, had a sudden reversion to their America was about 20 miles a
service. We have a record of all such applies.
dress himself, hang up his wraps, she is summoned mysteriously to irresponsible boyhood came the day.
tions and we're working hard to provide the
care for his toileting needs, run her humble -thamber and there darkness of All Saints E"e • • •
a The U. S. rapid transit industry
cables and central office equipment necessary
errands and help in simple chores. an angel, appeared in an unThere is a fellow in the neigh- carried a number of passengers in
tofw-nish the desired service as soon as possible.
These are the conclusions in a earthly light, announces that, borhood who is a great practical 1948 equal to about 10 times the
new pamphlet, "Preparing Your though "she knows not her hus- joker. So his friends turned the population of the earth.
Child for School," available from band," she shall "conceive and tables. He had an old disused
Black bear were once found in
alrITNEIN BILL IBLIPNONI AND MIORANI COMPOST
the Government Printing Office, bring forth a son and you shall
Washington 25, D. C., at 15 cents call his name Yeshua." When the
a copy. The Education Office women of the village learr4 of her
says it prepared the booklet becondition, though without wilcause it is important to parents lingly comprehending that it is
and teachers alike to understand
her destiny, their scandalous
why some children enter the first
charges result in an investigation
grade or kindergarten eager and
in which Joseph defends her
unabashed while others hesitate
good name. But his own uncerand stumble.
tainties are resolved only when
"When the time comes for a
a seraph appears to him, too.
child to go to school it is imAsch develops the holy story
is
it
not
that
portant to remember
and with affecting realism
simply
Alt
only a step for him to take, but a
if he were writing a small-town
as
step for his parents as well," says
family chronicle. We see Jeshua's
the booklet's author, Hazel F.
.1"MI
"
7-- 4.°111M11.11
"
brothers, uncle Cleophas and aunt
Gabbard.
Mariama, the tanner Taddi, Reb
"Some parents come to school
Hanina of the House of Pinhas,
with the child and continue to
a host of others, against a
and
slwhen
The
danger
him.
shelter
••
^ww
background of Herod,
political
this happens is that then the
priests and Roman solchild may begin to doubt whether Pilate,
CORONET
and he winds it up on Golhe can get along without mother diery;
or father at his side. And there gotha.
A story about Mary could hardare some parents who deep down
I suppose, a story
want their child to stay with ly help being,
as well as about the
them." Miss Gabbard says that about Jesus,
great trials, her love,
by school entrance age a child mother's
and the ultimate
her
suffering
should have:
Biblical miracles are
1. Made a beginning in getting tragedy. The
. I find the
along with other children in a related imaginatively
and conveygroup. 2. Learned to respect oth- account interesting,
earnest spirit, but not
er children as persons and to ed in an
inspiriting.
retognize their property rights. perhaps
•
3. Acquired a number of health
habits, such as covering the grammatical construction," says
mouth when coughing, and keep- Miss Gabbard. "Sometimes adults
ing objects out of the mouth. 4. make the mistake of, using baby
Developed self-reliance in put- talk with the child or talking
You could pay a thousand dollars
ting on clothing, washing teeth, down to him. Laughing about
hands and face and in putting the child's mispronunciation or
more and still not get all the extra
playthings away. 5. Learned to words or repeating ,these errors
after him is often a stumbling
use language.
roominess ... ease of handling
"The Fhild needs to hear words block to a child's language deand famous dependability of
spoken deaf ly and in correct velopment."
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MORE FOR YOUR MONEY!
today's big rugged Dodge!

MORE room inside! Front seat six inches
wider, "knee-level" for relaxing support.
Seat, rises an it moves forward for correct
driver position ... clear.view vision,

Come in--learn about
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ounty Agent's
Column
By it. A. Mabry
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ews From The

urday night.
Mr. Jeri y Gray was in Paducal
Saturday.
Miss Margie Langham, of Nashville, Tenn., spent the week-end
with her mother.
Mrs. Dewey P'Pool and son,
Aubrey and Miss Sara Scott
were in Evansville one day last
week.
Mr. George Powell was in Madisonville Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Melton visited Mr. George Franklin Friday
night.

Past Dawson Road

51 . Audrey t"Pool, of Alaska,
topes, dreams and ambiti.
of those is spending a few weeks with his
Princeton and Caldwell ceutity almost
le but in the yellowed files of Twice- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
A-W
H
will be published as a regular Leader P'Pool.
feature. The articles are reproduced
Mr. and Mrs. George Franklin
Just as the Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the
century, wrote them.
and George Powell and Mrs.
June 4, 1929. Grayson Harrel- noun ut the home
of Miss Gladys Cora MeNeeley iptcl daughter
son and Howard McGough are Pickering,
Washington street. spent
Sunday in. Crittenden
recent employes of 'Stone Con, The tables of bridge
were en- county.
struction Co., in the surveying of gaged and prizes
awarded to
Mr. Robert and George Powell
the right-of-way for the new city Mrs. A. B. MOMS and
Mrs. R. B.
streets.
Ratliff. A dainty luncheon was attended the football game Sat4. • •
served.
June 4, 1929. Mrs. M. R. Keyll
Guests were Mrs. Armour Blapresents Miss Marianna Dawson lock, Mrs.
B. L. Keeney, Mrs.
in retiital Thursday morning, Herbert
Chancellor, Mrs. R. B.
Rote 13, at 10 o'clock at the RAOUL Mrs.
Henry Keeney, Mrs.
George Coon library.
Niles Jackson, Mrs. Hey Mc• • •
Gough, Mrs. A. B. Moss, Mrs.
June 14, 1929. A delightful Carl Sparks, Mrs.
Clarence Ulmeeting of the Friday Bridge mer, Mrs. James
Burns, of ChiClub was held last Friday after- cago, and Mrs. William
Pickerienee, it pays to study your farm ing.
• • •
business. For farming is a changJune 18, 1929. Misses Ruth
ing and complicated business and
Graham and Mildred Bennett
a farmer's plans should be flexihave returned from a pleasant
ble enough to adapt itself to the two
weeks' visit to relatives at
necessary changes. In fact good
Paducah.
farm planning should anticipate
• S •
some change. Such planning is
June 28, 1929. Dr. and Mrs. C.
more than a schedule of things 0.
Akin, Dr. J. A. Akin, of Pato do. Good planning comes only
ducah, Hon. R. H. Akin and Mrs.
with the understanding and use G.
G. Harrelson motored to Marof sound farming principles, that ion where
they heard a dishelp keep the farm business in
tinguished relative, Mrs. Nellie
line with family and business Tayloe
Ross, ex-governor of
goals.
Wyoming, speak from the RedThis includes more than decis- path Chautauqua
platform.
ions of how to use land, labor,
• • •
and capital in producing an in.
July 5, 1949. Messrs. George
come from the farm. You can't McCarlie, Basil
Wonderfully
Hubbard and Red
-,
separate family living from farm Seeley took
part in the Madisonwarm
and so easy
business. Security for the family, ville celebration
yesterday, beeducation for the children, a ing members
in 5 rich
wash
:,....7:to
,
of the Rizpah
pleasant and livable home may be Shrine Band.
I rS
A" ,,.,;;CO.0
had in most instances by plan* * *
ning for them.
12-44 $
July 5, 1929. Mrs. Laban Kevil
Participaling in the Kentucky has returned from a
pleasant
Farm and Home Development two weeks' visit to St.
Louis, Mo.
program means that the farm She was accompanied home by
family will work out their own Mrs. Gerard Kevil and
Gerard
farm and home development plan Kevil, Jr., of that city, who
will
with the aid and close coopera- visit her and other relatives
here.
tion of the local county and
• • •
home agents and personnel of
July 5, 1929. Mrs. James Rice
White and Pastels
the College of Agriculture and and two sons of Louisville arDeluxe Features
Home Economics of the Univer- rived Sunday morning for a visit
9" Wide Ruffles
sity of Kentucky.
to Mr. and Mrs. T. H. ButterPre-Shirred
This program is necessarily more and Mr. and Mrs. George
Fullness
limited to about 35 farm families Rice.
in the county this year. The group
• • ••
to participate in the program this
July 12, 1929. Robert Catlett,
.446.1 $
year will be selected from the Miss Minnie Crowder, Charles
applications turned in to t h* Catlett and Mr. and Mrs. Urey
county and home agents within Lacey motored to Madisonville
Tuesday evening of last week
the next four weeks.
to see about the Lacey car wrecked there.
• • •
July 12, 1929. Mrs. John Loftus
and Mary Loftus are visiting in
Evansville.
,:.

Stock Water Shortage
Is A Serious Problem
how lack of stock water can
become a serious problem in dry
years is pointed out in a new
circular of the College of Agriculture and Home Economics,
University of Kentucky, describing the use of earth dams for
farm reservoirs.
A survey made in one , ear by
county agents in 60 counties
Adrian Poe vipited Robert and
Leon Powell Sunday.

PfPea:
A special type heating cable has
been developed which either can
be wrapped around the pipe or
buried along side it. Connected to
a house lighting outlet, it holds
the temperature in the vicinity
of the pipe high enough to prevent freezing. Current consumption is low.
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S
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CELEBRATING 20 YEARS IN PRINCETON - TOMORROW!

ALL NYLON SLIPS!

CHENILLE ROBES!

„y

333

Crisp nylon crepe.
La ce trimmed.
White and colors

LOOK! DON'T MISS THIS!
1000 Yds. High Priced

DRAPERY & UPHOLSTERY FABRICS
(From Burlington Mills and Chas. Bloom)

(All Purpose)

ORGANDY PRISCILLAS!

tno ttol•PRINCETON,KY.

CABLE PROTECTS PIPES
New Yolk - (AP) -- Electricity has stepped to the fore as a
protector against frozen water

S

2Oth

,

showed that 9,665 farmers were
compelled to drive herds to water, 13,174 farmers hauled water
an average of lour miles, and
6,300 others sold stock before it
was ready for market.
Prepared by Earl G. Welch,
this circular gives information
on all phases of building dams to
hold water for farm use. Copies
may be had from county agents
or by writing to the college at
Lexington. Order by number, 470,
and title, "Earth Dams for Farm
Reservoirs."

Sale Price
$10,750
C. A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY

Amazingly low price!
- Practical Rayon- C otton, Wool
/'Sizes
/ 2-6

2 pc. Plastic Chair Sets!

MEN'S FELT HATS!

FOR SALE!

A good 200-acre farm near Confederate; fine land - good timber; 7room dwelling; Three good barns;
ectricity; tobacco base. 50 acres
reek bottom.

SNOW SUITS

TV TOUGH FOR ACTORS
New 'York, —(AP)— Acting for
television is the thespian's toughest assignment yet, say those who
have tried such other mediums
as stage, streen and radio.
Television is the most difficult,
they expkin, because an actor
must learn a complete script, go
through a performance without a
stop, and, if he makes a mistake,
must work his way out the best
he can.
In the movies, only a few lines
need be learned at a time as
scenes generally are taken section
by section. On the stage, the actor
learns his part once , and then
keeps doing it over and over. And
on the radio, all he need do is
to read the script with the proper
vocal embellishments.

RUBBER TIRE WAGONS

4
:

t44.-r

Easy to Clean Plastics!
Red, Green, Yellow,
Green Print. Ruffled
Edge

This Sensational Close-out Purchase

CLEANSING TISSUES
Absorbent.
Soft Extra
Save Here

se,White.
a

, 400 Sheet
----Boxes

18a
II

INIMMININIIIIIIIIH

NYLON PANELS!

I

Low Low Price
Neatly Hemmed
Eggshell

42" x 90"

(Values to $4.98 yd.
Roughtex
Sailcloth
Pebble Cretonne
Momie Cloth
Printed Twills
Chevron Damask

100 DRESSES!
I JUST RECEIVED FOR TIIIS EVENT)

Stylish Rayon Prints!

All World Famous
Fabrics to go at:

While
THEY
LAST

REMEMBER 20 YEARS AGO?
Penney's Opened Their Princeton Store Offering You Sensational Values!

AU
Sizes

LACE NET PANELS!
Heidenburg - Luxury!
Durable, Washable
Cotton. Neatly
Hemmed. 54" Wide
Eggshell

THE VALUES TODAY ARE
EVEN GREATER!!
Men's High Back

RAYON CREPE PRINTS

OVERALLS!

Handsome, hand
washable . . . all
new fall patterns
and colors

Heavy Blue Denim
Sanforized Shrunk
Get Yours
Tomorrow!

39" Wide

NOTICE
roam e
are for !,

BIRTHDAY FEATURE
Sensational Purchase

slue fest

TO OUR CUSTOMERS!
We Are Now Maintaining
Our Own

ALL-LEATHER SHOES

SEE THE NEW

(Children - Sires it,:

TAILOR SHOP!

3)

MOGUL RUBBER TIRE WAGONS
MADE AND SOLD BY FORBES HARDWARE CO.
(Wagon and Truck Frames Made to Order)

CHENILLE SPREADS
These ate not cheap inferior shoes but
top grade, all leather, fully guaranteed,
—known brands made possible only because
our warehouse is closing out some discontinued lots and odd sizes.

Included in the 200 prs. are
Oxfords, Straps, Casuals

CO.
HARDWARI
Untorporaiseb
Tenth and Virginia St.

Hopkinsville

WEDDING RING
PATTERNS -BIG COLOR CHOICE

And in our endeavor to improve and speed
up our service to you are happy to an
m
flounce
our intentions to give 15 to 20
mite

$590

Your all-lime favorite . . . the delicaae "Wedding Ring" pattern . . . on a completely covered background of chenille
tufts. Twin and double bed size in an unusually large selection of pastel tints, deeper shades and all whfte. It's a
Birthday special'

Alteration Service
On Any Garment Purchased From
Us From
Overalls to Overcoats!

416.4111.41116411,411...6...41.
Phone 832

IT'S

OUR

BIRTHDAY ••• YOU

.0y• bd.
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I tell him it is probably true,"
she says. In a quick look over
the collection Miss Clough could
By Sherry Bowen
New York — After 2,500 years, not point to a single gold coin
she was sure is being
men have almost stopped using which
minted today and is in genera
gold coins. Meanwhile, if you go circulation. (Some current coin
down to look at the Chase Na- are used for hoarding but are no
tional Bank's collection of moneys In general circula,tion.) But there
of the world, Miss Blanche Clough was almost everything else iron
will tell you they have used vir- caribou teeth of the North to th
tually everything else for money. 30-inch stone disks of Yap whic
'If anyone tells me that some- will buy a wife.
thing has been used for money, The first gold coins were prob
— —

HAT'S MONEY?

HEATING HEADQUARTERS
for

COKE IMPROVES LEAF
WARM WATER SPRINKLE
Lemon Estes of Estill county
Use warm water to sprinkle
that he improved the
estimated
the
through
it
spread
to
clothes
his tobacco at least
of
quality
clothes more evenly and quickly.
$350 when he used $24 worth of
hour
.half
for
a
Let them stand
coke this year. His crop from
before ironing, but never more two acres was fired for 12 days
than 24 hours (especially in hot, during unfavorable curing weather. Farm Agent Fred Brockhumid weather).
——
man observed that curing leaf
ably minted by King, Croesus of with coke is a common practice
•
Lydia just about 2,500 years ago with
Mr. Estes, who has grown
(00 B. C.). First silver coins this crop for 35 years or more.
in
both
seem to have appeared
Lydia and Aegina about 200 1,000 W C. A bronze piece of
years earlier. 'They also used similar shape, made in Birmingelectrum, a mIxtUre of silver and ham, England, still circulates as
gold. The collection has samples money iiinong tribes on the west
coast of Africa. A bronze ring
of these coins.
But there is also a gold brace- probably circulated as money in
let-type piece that was plobably Egypt about 3,000 B. C.
Croescis had an advantage
used as money in Egypt about

Coal Heaters
Gas Heaters
Oil Heaters
Warm Morning
Perfection
Oak Heaters

Notice To The Public, Our Friends and Customers
We have Just installed a radiator cleaning vat and radiator
testing tank. We are now prepared to clean and repair your
radiator at reasonable prices.
We are also prepared to de any kind of repair work,
body and fender work, including painting cars and tractors.
Let us overhaul and Mint your tractor and farm machinery
and get it ready for Spring Use.
Our mechanics and body men are the best. Our prices
reasonable and all work guaranteed.

Choose From Our Complete

Mechanics

Stock Now

OLUS WOOD
H. C. P'POOL, Jr.
JAMES SPURLOCK
Your Authorized Ferguson Dealer

H. C. P'Pool Tractor & Imp. Co.

Barnes Has The Largest Yards Goods
Department In Western Kentucky!
FALL SEWING SAVES
Sew Lovely . . these new fall materials are outstanding for
their lovely colors and patterns. At Barnes you are certain to find
just what you have in mind. Barnes also has all kinds of sewing
accessories to aid your hon'te sewing projects.

Pipeline News
By Harry S. Hale
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Rea and
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Stewart and
families moved their two modern
streamlined aluminum trailer
homes on thelkorner lot at North
Jefferson and Green Streets last
Saturday. Mr. Rea and Mr. Stewart are superintendent and assistant superintendent of the Oklahoma Contracting Company, Inc.,
of Dallas, Texas, which is con-

COCKLEBUR ()ES MODERN
Alma, Neb. -- (AP) — Cockleburs, those barbed seed pods that
like to snag rides in clothing and
the fur of animals, come tenacious and hardy in these parts.
One of them took root in accumulated dust inside the body
of a car owned by Conrad Bochler.
Last spring, the tiny plant
pushed its way through a crack
in the car's body. The hitch-hiking seedling survived the summer, and now has five little burs.
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structing the twenty-six inch gas
over Americans who cannot leg- pipeline through West Kentucky
ally use gold coins for money
for the Texas Gas Transmission
today. There are few placea
401111*.,,,../•“• 11•111111111111 ******•111 011.,.
Corporation, of Owensboro, Kenordinary
the
where
world
the
*f•
tucky.
we
if
But
them.
get
citizen can
and Mrs. Paul Halbert visMr.
11
monfor
use
we
ask, 'What can
CHASE
ited at the Princeton Hotel last
ey?" Miss Clough has some anweek. Mr. Halbert is vice presi;d
swers.
dent of the Oklahoma Contracting
I ss,
How about iron? She can show
Company.
hand -wrought nails which made
small change in colonial New
England. Nail sizes are still
reckoned by "penny." There is
also iron fishhook money from
Alaska. And iron has been used
in many other places down the
centuries. Some of the coins in
the collection are iron squares
stamped out for change during
sieges of cities and in other
emergencies. At the other extreme, Russia used platinum
coins from 1828 to 1845.
Money seems to have been used
almost everywhere there were
men — even in pre-Columbian
America. The Aztecs had little
gold images and big pieces of cast
copper. Other North American
Indians had wampum and other
mediums of exchange.
Early Virginia used twists of
tobacco.. And later, Virginia factories turned out licorice-impregnated tobacco twists long used
as money in the South Sea Islands.
The Chase collection al s o
boasts salt money from Africa,
tea-brick money from Siberia,
Added!
hard candy money from the Es101,0R CONK
Mexico.
from
money
cocoa
kimos,
TRAVELTAUI
There are beaver skins used as SONOTONE"SCOTCH
GUARDS"
NEWSREEL
money from the South Seas and
GIVE THRIFTIEST HEARING
pepper from the Baltic. From
ou can get 10 times the .4China (about 1,000 B. C.) there is
'battery life through new
"Power Plug" of this smallthe Chinese symbol for cloth.
est Sonotone!
•
There is paper too. The collec9 New"Ecorsomaster"doubles
tion has the oldest known paper
• B-battery life for 70% of
users.
money issued in China about 1388.
mon3B-battery cost cut IA for
It also has American paper
•
users requiring full power!
ey — fives, tens, 50s, 500s. But
War-Whoops Ring!
they are all under glass where If you are not satisfied with
Bullets Zing!
your
see
the new eMyou can't get hold of them. If clont,hearing,
ecunyrnical Sonotone!
you want some you will has e to
Gay Beath
go around to another department
Sing!
of the bank with a check that
isn't rubber.
L.
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Our Consultants,
But Miss Clough can show you A. Elbert will be at the Henrietta
a rubber dollar put out in the Hotel,
Wed-, Nov. 3rd, frets 9
depression. She also has some a.m. to I p. m. Hearing Testa
elephant's tails and — "Well,"
made at no cost.
she repeats, "you can use almost
10t
anything for money if you get
KIRKWOOD
Ann
Street
St.
322
right
the
to the right place at
•
Owensboro, Kentucky
time."
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SUN. & MON., OCT. 30-31
NOBODY'S AS GOOD
AS BETTE DAVIS
WHEN SHE'S BAD! ,
BETTE DAVIS

$2.25 yd.
36" Width Corduroy
54" Botany-Velour Coatings - $7.95 yd.

KEN
'hone 3.

h.,
"Beyond the Forest"
new deaMatii

(Sponged And Shrunk)

Co-Starring

54" Botany Marchan Gabardine - $7.95

Joseph
1.111111.14 111 1..olh..1,41,1111111111.1.1111111.11111.1111.1.
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(OIWIC "KIT FOR ('AT'
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Beautiful Fall Shades

54" Lightweight Wool Plaids - $3.50 yd.
$1.25 yd.
Hoot Mon Rayon Plaids

1111.1111111111111EC-__'-

TUES.& WED.
NOV.1-2

Washable...40" Wide

THUR.& FRI.
NOV. 3-4

irs HILARIOUS•/
firs
•

$1.50yd.

•

I
They deify oil the
low,of nature— 4.0‘.11
IfXi
ofifiP/T

42"Wide....

Skinner's Faille Crepe - - - - $1.50yd.
All New Fall Colors...39" Wide

Bendings Antique Material - - $3.00 yd.
Two-Tone Surface Cloth - - - $1.25 yd. .
One Side Matching Plaid For Trim

Res,IGrey
Nary /Purple
OraegrjGreett

Soft is "The Velvet Touch", made of all wool
sheer worsted. Three pieces for irrsmile wear
tailored white rayon faille blouse, at home with
your other suits and skirts, pretty plaid bolero
and skirt with the "touch of velvet" in deep
'
pile velveteen cuff. and belt. 9
to 15

JOHN IRELAND
sw,.1 'OW

Suia eind eliga
Princeton, Kentucky

g.

W11110erl BiShOP

V

The Exclusivs Ladies' Store
Ho kinsville

inceto
Sa

SATURDAY,OCT.29

ALSO A COMPLETE LINE OF
COTTON MATERIALS....

Cohoma Frost Print

.i.
taiootnnitndi)gervit,hrsetd
n'I

—""rt.
50010
Extra! Extra!
MARCH OF TIME

Added!

lec

WALT DISNEY

en ni.

3 sTo0Giss (.01NEW%
movIETONE

27, 1040
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Theater Television
Methods Developed

out of the tree 1,1 rait h,- It also
will run a saw or a trimmer coo
a pruner. In the r rune-knocking
operation the tower is equipped
with shields that window the
prunes as they fall to the ground.
There are plans to fix it so they
will drop directly into the boxes

Mechunkal
Prune
Vigo, Clarkan Head Knocker
Tried
Beiny
list Of Good Wheats

New York .Al';
Two methDavis, Cali .- (AP) — The
ods have been developed and apfruit picker's ladder is beginning
plied in theater screen size 'proto yield to a strange, three-legged,
jection of television.
Four years of growing different
self-propelled tower in CaliforOne of them, the direct method
varieties of wheat, oats and bar- nia orchards. Developed in cocontains a special high voltage r,
ley at the Pennyrile Experiment operation with the State School
ceiving tube with a reflecting les
Field on the Joe Gill farm near of Agriculture here, it enables an
system to blow up the image
it travels to a 15 by 20 foot screea.
Allensville has given results of operator to pick two and a half
peaches,
or larger. The tube requires 80,interest to farmers over a large times as many apricots,
pears and prunes as with an ordi000 volts or more to supply the
part of Kentucky.
nary ladder.
proper light.
Average yields of various
It is now being tried for knockThe other system, indirect, uses
kinds of wheat for the four years
a high speed film process. The rewere: Vigo, 22.8 bushels"; -Ful- ing prunes. off the trees instead of
Drugs
ceived image is photographed on
caster, 22.5; Clarkan, 21.4; Red- picking them. The tower carries
Dial 3211
APeclal motion picture film passed
hart, 20.9; Currells, 19, and an air-compressor which operates
immediately through a developer
a shaker that jiggles the daylights
Thorne; 17.9.
and then into a projector and
On the basis of yield, stahd-up
onto the screen. The elapsed time
ability, milling qualities, test
between received picture and
weight and other considerations,
projection has been reduced to
Vigo and Clarkan are recom20 seconds.
NEW REFUELING SYSTEM: This photo shows the new Boeing-designed "flying boom" refueling a mended. Vigo is an tuocellent
Bill *hole and daughter, H. C. P'Pool, and Mr.
B-50, at Seattle, Wash. The boom is lowered from upper B-29 and coupled to fueling socket in lower. milling wheat, stands up well and
P'Pool
in
appears to be well adapted to
Vee-Shaped "ruddevators" on the boom contred it. (AP Wirephoto)
are visiting her parents, Texas.
Mrs. Klon Pickering, ass
this area. Clarkan is a reliable
Mrs. Tilford Ladd went fishing
she will rejoin her hus- Saturday p.m. and
wheat extra-well adapted to late
Three-Fifths Of Homes
caught five The Caveman Type
Lieutenant White, in North nice bass.
seeding, but is not well liked by
Are Free Of Mortgage
Doesn't Always
Mr. Jessie French has returned
New York — (AP) — Nearly millers. Redhart is a good wheat,
led Mrs. Deamon Morris to his, home in Chicago, Ill., after Get The Man
three out of every five of the na- but suffered injury the past winIt just won't do for you to
Ting their daughter, Mrs. a week's visit to relatives.
tion's home owners have no mort- ter. It would do better farther
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Ladd and waste time developing muscles,
B 'Dorothy Roe
gages on their property, accord- south. Fulcaster has objectionable
hoards and Currells has weak
Sgt. and Mrs. Jack Rodman and boys. According to recent reports
While the fashion world is ing to a Title Council of America
children, Jeff and Lou Ann, vis- of Hollywood's Gregory Peck fan seething with news of the latest report. About 64 per cent of small straw.
Get the money from us to pay
00
ited Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Ladd club, the caveman type doesn't Paris silhouette for Mama, Baby town or rural homes are mortOf the two kinds of winter oats
scattered
bills and debts. We can
always get the gal.
Sunday.
has been making neWs of his gage-free, says the report which on test in the four years, Fulprobably reduce your payments
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Perry
As a matter of fact, the girls own, stylewise.
is based on recent government grain averaged 79.6 bushels an
as much as one half and you
spent Sunday with his parents, suggest that for best results you
It's no longer correct for the surveys. In metropolitan areas, 44 acre and Fulwin, 83.2 bushels.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Perry.
might try acting just a bit shy. well-dressed nursery set to wear per cent have no mortgages. The
have only one place to pay each
Forkedeer has not been tested
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Ladd visited That's the Gregory Peck formula, the same old design in diapers. over-all national figure is about the full four-year period, but is
month. Use our 20-month repay7
4
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Parsley Sun- they say. Much better than the As. all up-to-date baby sitters 57 per cent..
an. excellent variety to grow. Rement plan for lowest payments.,
day night. Mr. Parsley recently Bogart, Widmark cave-man tac- know, the three-cornered style
Today's average mortgage of gardless of winter injury in some
,
Phone or come in today"
fell and broke a hip.
tics. Women, they say, don't like went out a couple of decades ago, $3,700 is nearly 50 per cent high- years, Fulgrain appears to head
Dawson Road
doesn't
this
Mr.
1940's.
But
and
than
.
Mrs.
er
Tillie
to
be
shoved
the
Pickering
around
after
list
of
oats.
Fulgrain
ail.
and
•
and the oblong fold has been the
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
mean home owners are more Forkedeer both produce better
Says one Peck fan:
thing since then.
heavily mortgaged than before than Fulwin or Tennex.
Harmon Jones,
"The big strong guy looks the
Now come a whole flock of in- the war, the Council says. The
Michael Ladd, R. T. and Bobby heroine straight in the eye. But
Of the two kinds of barley
novations, shown at a recent con- "livability" value of American
Thomas and James and Johnnie Peck doesn't. He is such a shy
vention of the National Baby In- homes has been increased by such grown during the four • years,
Darnell spent Saturday night guy, he evades her. Instead his
Kentucky. No. 1 averaged 41.2
stitute, with the hourglass diaper
camping on Ball Knob.
PHONE 2881
eyes study the girl's forehead, the last word in fashion for small improvements as automatic heat. bushels an acre and Missouri
W. MARKET ST.
ing, modernized baths and kitch- Early Beardless,. 30.5 bushels.
Well, we are all impatiently cheeks, chin, neck and lips."
Princeton, Ky.
JAMES T. HOLT, MGR.
fry. This "smooth look" garment ens, and better insulation.
waiting for the electricity to be
This, say the gals, is much is a softy made of a knitted
Kentucky No. 1 barley continues
Do All Kinds of Mechantturned on. All the houses are more romantic than the "You'll
Lo be the best variety.
Trucks—
brushed yarn and cut in hourand
Cars
on
Wort
wired and waiting and we do do as I say" look of the tough
glass shape, which eliminates un- Fat Cattle Show Set
hope our fixtures won't get too guy.
ANGRY STEERS
necessary bulk and adjusts to fit For November 9-11
dirty before we can use them.
Peck attributes his competence babies of different ages.
Austin, Tex. — (AP) — Texas'
•
Between 1,600 and 1,700 calves
as a celluloid Casanova solely to
New also is the pin-free diaper, are being fed by members of 4-H football steam will see red seven
Try a Leader Classified Ad:
his dramatic training. He admits which uses snaps instead of safetimes before the grid season is
clubs for the annual fat cattle
F. DELIINGHAM in charge
that he is shy, but never to the ty pins and has an ingenious snap
over. Texas Tech in scarlet and
show and sale to be held at the
ACOENTS FOR
point where making love to a tab for fastening it to the shirt.
black; Temple in cherry and
Stock
LouisBourbon
Yards
in
of shop—
cinema cutie has amounted to a
Waterproof baby pants also are ville Nov. 9-11. These include white; Idaho in red, silver and
real task.
turning up in models worthy of a about 1,200 Angus, 450 Herefords, gold and Oklahoma in bright red
streamlined age. One of the most 50 Shorthorns and 40 mixed are four of the red toting teams
LONE DISTANCE MOVING
all 2408 to Get Your
on the Longhorns' slate. In addiSELF-SERVICE JAIL
efficient is a style called the calves.
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
tion, Southwest Conference foes
Gering, Neb.—(AP)—The coop- "boater", which consists of a Plasthe
production
of
To
encourage
Delivery
and
Car
Contact
eration was no less than sVendid tic diaper with comfortable waist- better cattle and to speed' up Arkansas, SMU and Texas A &
JAMES D MASHBURN
when Sheriff Mahlon Morgan ar- band and a four-inch fold on each selling, all cattle that do not M also wear shades of red.
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 2016
rested a man for intoxication. The side. The regular diaper is folded grade good or better will be
sheriff found the man on the in eight thicknesses and fitted in- weeded out to sell either before
courthouse steps.
side the plastic cover, to provide or after the regular acution.
City Taxes are now due and if unpaid after
Without ado, the man handed ultimate protection — then the
Most of the calves are expected
the sheriff a social security card whole thing is snapped on Baby. to weigh 850 to 1,150 pounds at
November 1st, subject to a Ten Per Cent Penalty.
bearing his name and address.
Then there's a new creeper for the time of the show and sale.
Morgan trasnferred the man to fashionable babies which has a They have been fattened under
All water accounts are due the first of each month,
the county jail upstairs.
plastic film innerlining built into .better-t ha n-average condtions.
the pants. After baby's diaper is Grass has been plentiful in most
and if unpaid after 18th of Month, subject to a Ten
Ask for free inspection
adjusted the waterproof creepers counties, and lower corn prices
property
of
your
are put on over it, and baby is have encouraged the feeding of
Per Cent Penalty.
sociablly acceptable deapite acci- more grain. Most of the 4-H
pick
will
Works
Rendering
The Kentucky
calves will have received grain.
dents.
STEGER LUMBER CO.
for
Since the first show in 1922,
charge
a your dead stock promptly, free of
Phone 3340
Garland Quisenberry
and not including 1948, members
TWO PITCHES
• GOOD QUALITY
(AP) — of 4-H clubs in Kentucky have
Brooklyn,
N.
Y.
—
rd on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
City Collector.
Tommy Byrne of the Yankees got sold 20,760 calves at the annual
Authortred Represewistlw of
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
pitches in the fat cattle show and sale.
Ohio Vallev Termini, Corp.
two
on
outs
three
s
oily. We pick up horses. cows and hogs. Call
The calves sold for a grand so
As Advertised In"Tho Pose
first inning of the Third World
'GOOD VALUE
Series game. Brooklyn's Eddie total of $2,191,263. In addition,
• IN GOOD TASTE
Miksis accounted for the first out the boys and girls won several
TERMITE CONTROL
when he fouled to Yogi Berra. thousand dollars in cash prizes.
The catcher then wheeled and
see
threw Pee Wee Reese out when
We pay all phone charges.
he attempted to move up to second base after the cateh. Carl
Princeton, Ky.
hone 3698
Furillo thn filed out on Byrne's
Princeton. Ky.
Phone 3284
next pitch.
T. A. Ladd
BY Igis.
njaying thin very beauoather to the fullest
ohe trees are gold and
the young green coy., perfect background.
, Lo may have a white
sos and old man winhere. We have an
thank God for—our
,ad, good health and
Wel harvest.
Few Kaufman and sister,
ae 'Nieces, of Los Angeles.
and Mrs. Pearl Hoover,
on, spent a week with
pother. Mrs. Firm Jones.
returned to California
for an extended visit.
*ere, he expects to visit
• and other points of in-

Prescriptions A
Specialty
e.
Walker's

CUT MONTHLY PAYMENTS
.01 THIS EASY WAY . . .
AND HAVE BUT ONE
SMALL BILL TO PAY

latest Fancy Pants
For Your Small Fry

-BosDouai,

!neon Motor
Sales

Buick Sales &
Service

gnieitiStUte FINANCE CORPORATION OF KY.

NOTICE
To City Tax Payers

Clipper

Oven 125,000 homes
protecH against termites
by Terminix!

Dead Stock
WANTED

MEMORIALS

TERM IN IX •
AR,Esi is

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS

Henry &

Henry

0 OTHER ORIN AMERICA
keeps your family safer!
seenisw
Iii

NOTICE
OF ELECTION

Public Notice is hereby given that pursuant to an order adopted by the Fiscal Court of Caldwell County, Kentucky, there will be submitted to the voters of said
county at the relgular election to be held therein on Tuesday, November 8, 1949, the
question whether bonds of said county shall be issued to the amount of $70,000 for the
purpose of constructing and furnishing o county public hospital to be known as the
Said question will be submitted at said elecCaldwell County War Memorial Hospital.
tion in all the voting precincts in said county at the regular polling places in and for each
respective voting precinct, and will appear upon the ballots in substantially the following form:
"Shall Caldwell County, Kentucky, issue bonds to the amount of
Seventy Thousand Dollars ($70,000) for the purpose of constructing and furnishing a county public hospital in and for said county
to be known as the Caldwell County War Memorial Hospital."
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YES

The Beautiful Chrysler Neer Yorker
PrestornalitFhod Drive
Ito envied of all automatic tronanittions
Iled exclusive Waterproof Ignitton System.

s

H

DRIVING ON A SLIPPERY ROM)? Chrysler gives you more positive
control of your car! Prestomatic Fluid Drive Is the only automatic transmission that can't shift you into wrong gear when
wheels spin. GOT YOUNGSTERS IN THE CAR? They're safer when
snoown lyorSsalfeeetty
,ei nfi rrsati nand
i aS
s,otEh
;
le
l oftiT
IThyryosA
l yi!
e ILC
youshsio
tono Dsausdhdevnis

717e /9

Chrysler's electrically operated windshield wiperS won't slow
power.
down or quit like the others that depend on engine
today for
WANT 100% PEACE OF MIND? See your Chrysler dealer
the ride that proves Chrysler keeps your family safer.

Hodge Motor Sales
W. Main St.

Phone 2093

NO

(Notice to Voters: For a vote favoring the foregoing question
place a cross (X) mark in the square below the word "Yes", and
for a negative vote place a similar mark in the square below
the word "No".)

This notice is given pursuant to the order of the Fiscal Court of said county and
is dated September 13, 1949.
W. OTHO TOWERY
Sheriff, Caldwell County, Ky.

PHILIP STEVENS
County Court Clerk, Caldwell County, Kentucky

fol„
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Facts You Should Know!

Clifton Hollowell

REASONS WHY YOU
SHOULD VOTE FOR

Candidate For Mayor

Winner of second Kiwanis citizenship award
for unselfish service to the community.

K.R.(Kelsey)Cummins for
Mayor on the Progressive Ticket

1. An educator of long standing having taught for several years in Murray State, and Western Kentucky State Teachers Colleges.

ALL-AMERICAN

Treasurer of PRINCETON WHITE School
Corp., who arranged financial assistance to
Princeton School board to the extent of $14,000
to complete stadium at Butler High School.

2. A student of government as evidenced by his Bachelor of Science, and
Master Of Arts Degrees.

[1g/5/3
3. A public speaker of experience.

4.

A religious leader now serv:ng as President of the Caldwell County Sunday School Association; and for years, teacher of the Men's Bible
Class of the Methodist Church, this city.

ACTIONS SPEAK LOUDER THAN WORDS

5. A person, who is not afraid to assert himself, when he thinks he is right.
6. Outspoken

in

Vote for the MAN who does things when they
are most needed and who does them unselfishly.

his defense of the common man.

7. The Mayor who, if elected, will extend invitations to Business and Professional groups; both White and Colored, rich and poor, to advise
with him the best ways for management of the City of Princeton.
.8 The only candidate for Mayor, who promises with the other members
of the Progressive Ticket NOT to renew the Kentucky Utilities Ft anchise contract, which is now up for renewal; but to take :mmediate
steps with your approval fcr the purchase of the Electric Light and

PowPr system within the City of Princeton, and thus open up the way
for cheaper electricity.
This Ad sponsored by taxpayers, and citizens interested
in PRINCETON

Treasurer of PRINCETON COLORED School
Corp., who arranged financial assistance to
Princeton School board to extent of $15,000 to
complete DOTSON HIGH SCHOOL.

... now for strong ankles and muscles later. Start training your
little All-American in shoes recommended by doctors
from coast to coast. One-piece sole stitched on
the outside-nothing inside to hurt little
feet For all children from six '
months to four years of age

Princeton Shoe Company
14.

•

hetet

This Ad Sponsored by Friends of

CM Hollowell
For Mayor

(Co
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Health Survey
Completed Here

4-11 CALF SHOW
The County 4 11 calf show will
be at 2 p. m. Saturday,
November
5, at the Princeton Stock
Yard,
It is announced. Each 4-H member feeding calves for the LouisRobert S. Jacob
ville Fat Calf show will exhibit
Industries
Visits 35
his best calf at the local show, it
In Caldwell County
said. Prizes will be awarded
A survey of 35 Princeton in- by the two banks of Princeton.
dustries to determine the extent
value to the State Health Departof health programs being car- ment, according
to the sanitarian.
firms
local
has
been
by
ried out
The more important functions
completed by County Sanitarian of the survey, he added, will be
Hobert S Jacob, it is announced. to provide an inventory of existConsidered as industries here ing industries in the State and
were nulls, manufacturing com- the extent of employee health
panies, garages, newspaper offices services in each and to furnish
and similar businesses, Mr. Jac- an analysis of industrial health
needs. It is believed this will be
ob said.
The informatiOn obtained here helpful in planning a more comand in other surveys over the plete public health program, both
State is expected to be of great on State and county levels.

AUCTION SALE
Friday, October 28, 2:00 P. M.
at 605 North Jefferson Street
The household effects of the late Darius Dyer
including the following:
Gas Cook Stove, Servel Refrigerator, Kitchen
Cabinet, Tables, Chairs, Dining Room Suite, two
Beds, Rolled-top Desk, Dressers, Rugs, etc.
All those interested in a nice home, please
look this over on this date.

Terms: Cash
KELSIE G. TUDOR,
Auctioneer

GRACE DYER LEE,
Executrix

Now Featuring

STEAKBURGER
In The

BASKET
With French Fries

35c

II
The

ea4.4 QdI

(Corner Madisonville and McGoodwin Sts)

tre

Curb Service
11 A. M. - - - - 12 MIDNIGHT

Precinct Officers

4-H Achievement Meet

(Continued from Page One)
R. judge.
Donaldson No. I: William Egbert, D, clerk; Sam Oates, R, sheriff; Paul Watson, D, judge; Luther Deboe, R, judge.
Donaldson No. 2: Mrs. Paul
Vinson, R, clerk; Luther Lowery,
D, sheriff; A. E. Turley, R, judge;,
Mrs. Otto Beckner, I), judge.
Donaldson No. 3; Mrs. Floyd
Hobby, D, clerk; Brady Sigler R„
sheriff; Mrs. Nina Robertson, D,
judge; Dewey Traylor, R, judge.
Donaldson 'No. 4: Mrs. Roosey
Roberts, R, clerk; Raymond Loweiy, D, sheriff; Dennie Felker, R,
judge; Porter Taylee, D, judge.
Bucksnort No. 1: Mrs. Clyde
Clayton, D, clerk; C. E. Hudgeon,
R, sheriff; R. F. Stallins, D, judge;
James Tincer, R, judge.
Bucksnort No. 2: Mrs. Hice
Hart, D, clerk; Leslie Ladd, R,
sheriff; W. B. Creasey, D, judge;
C. R. Overbey, R, judge.
Bucksnort No. 3: Mrs. Luther
Barnes, R, clerk; Frank Young,
D, sheriff; Eli Sisk, R, judge;
Mrs. Bloxie Orange, D, judge.
Bucksnort•No. 4: Mrs. Georgia
Alexander, D, clerk; Harley Tribble, R, sheriff; R. B. Thomas, D,
judge; Tom Galloway, R. judge.
Harmony No. 1: Merle Keller,
R, clerk; George Dunn, D, sheriff;
Aaron Rogers, R, judge; Earle
Wood, D, judge.
Harmony No. 2: Mrs. Roberta
Glass, D, clerk; Clint Boaz, R,
sheriff; F. A. Lewis, D, judge;
Cordle Boaz, R, judge.
Fredonia No. 1: Mrs. Lena
Stone, R, clerk; Johnson Myers,
D, sheriff; Mrs. Arthur Wigginton, judge; Mrs. Hugh Yates, D,
judge
Fredonia No, 2: J. D. Bugg, D,
clerk; Johnson Wigginton, R,sheriff; Henry Turley, D, judge; Mrs.
Gladis Walker, R, judge.
Fredonia No, 3: Kermit Rowland, R, clerk; Richard Rowland,
D, sheriff; Herbert Austin, R,
judge; Roy Harper, D, judge.

The annual 4-H achievement
meeting of the Caldwell County
4-11 members will be held from
9:30 a. m. to 11:30 a. in. Saturday, November 5, at the Capitol
Theater, R. A. Mabry, county
agent, announced.
At this meeting the project
champions cif the county will be
recognized and presented certificates of achievement by Joe
Wilcox, chairman of the Retail
Merchants Association, Mr. Mabry said.
Attendance prizes will be presented on the per cent of 4-11
members preseet from each club.
These prizes will be given by the
Princeton Chain Store Group.
Club members attending the
meeting will be the guest of Torn
Simmons, theater manager, at a
showing of a picture show.

Scheduled For Nov. 5

Deaths & Funerals
Mrs. Susie Castleberry

Specialist To Give
Homemakers Lesson
Miss Vivian Curnutt, home furnishing specialist from the University of Kentucky, will give the
second of a series of four lessons
to the home furnishing leaders of
the Caldwell County Homemakers
clubs • at the Masonic building
Thursday, Nov. 3, from 10:00 until 3:00 p. m. According to Miss
Wilma Vandiver, home demon!Oration agent, this lesson will
incliele picture selection, the
types to select for various rooms,
and principles in selection and
in choosing frames.

Page Seven
CONVERTIBLE SWEATERS
Save wiiin-out sweaters. A
youngster's play-coat can be extra-lined with it. Remove the buttons and sew the sweater inside
the coat, and Junior will be extra
warm for outdoor playing.
HAS MAJOR OPERATION
Mrs. John Loftus, Jr., Eagle
street, underwent a major operation at Princeton Hospital Wednesday morning. Her condition
is reported to be satisfactory.

ATTENDS BANKERS' MEET
J. B. Lester, president of the
Farmers National Bank, left Saturday, via plane, for Sari Francisco, Calif., to attend a meeting
of the American Bankers Association. He expects to be gone
three weeks.

Ottie Landers (colored), of
Fredonia, was seriously injured
Saturday night when he stepped
from the rear end of the bus
from which he had been riding,
into the path of a car. The accident occurred at the Traylor serstation and bus stop. He was
The four tires on the average vice
taken to the Princeton hospital,
automobile's wheels contain about where his condition is reported
800 feet of steel wire.
Ito be improved.

ATTENDING RACES
Mr. and Mn. W. C. Sparks,
Mr. and Mrs, Glenn Farmer, Mr.
and Mrs. W. B. Stone and Judge
Woman's Club To Hold
and Mrs. G. G. Harrelson are
Rummage Sale Saturday attending the races at Churchill
The Business and Professional Downs this week.
Women's Club will sponsor a
rurrimage sale Saturday, Oct. 29, RETURNS FROM CANADA
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Sparks
in the Elks' basement, beginning
at 8:30 a: m., it is announced by have reutrned from a three
Mrs. Lucille Hammonds, chair- weeks' vacation tour of Canada
man of the finance committee. and the New England States,
Proceeds will go for social and
civic betterment purposes, she closet or liner drawer to lend a
delicate fragrance to sheets,
said.
towels and pillowcases.
Your favorite brand of toilet
BALLOTS MAILED HERE
Twenty-five absentee ballots soap can be stored in your linen
have been mailed to out-of-town
voters, Caldwell County Court Card Of Thanks
Clerk Philip Stevens said this
We wish to express our thanks
week. This is a decrease of eight and appreciation to each and evmailed at this time last year.
eryone who assisted in any way
during the illness and death of
ATTEND ANTIQUE SHOW
our mother, mother-in-law and
Mr. and Mrs. Joe McHarg, Mrs. grandmother, Mrs. Ellen Turley.
Dennis Hodge, Mrs. Hugh BlackWe are indeed grateful to the
burn and Mrs. Robert Coleman Rev. J. Holland Thomas, the Rev.
attended an antique show in Pa- H. K. Langston for their consolducah Friday, sponsored by the ing messages, those rendering
Paducah Woman's Club.
the sweet music, the Morgan
Bros., for each card, word of
ATTEND P. T. A. MEET
comfort and floral offering.
Five members of the local ParMay the Lord bless each of
ent Teacher Association attended you.
a district meeting held Tuesday at
The son, daughter-in-law and
Gilbertsville, it is announced.
grandchildren
17-1tp
They were Mrs. Carter Adams,
Mrs. Conway Lacey, Mrs. Willard
Cosmic rays are best observed
Moore, Mrs. Gordon Lisanby and at high altitudes.
Mrs. C. H. Jaggers.

Funeral services for Mrs. Susie
Castleberry, 53, who died October
18, from a paralytic stroke, were
conducted at New Hope Baptist
Church, near' Dalton, October 20,
at 3 p. m. by the Rev. W. E. Siria.
Born October 27, 1895, in Caldwell county, Mrs. Castleberry, at
the time of her death, was a resident of Providence.
Survivors are her husband, J.
C. Castleberry, Providence; a
daughter, Mrs. Ann Seymore,
Madisonville; a son Hewlett Castleberry, Providence; a grandson,
James Leonard Seymore, Madisonville; three brothers, Ray, Roy
and Porter Tayloe, all of Providence; and a sister, Mrs. Nellie
Crenshaw, also of Providence.
Pallbearers were Earnest Davis, Orvill Dorris, Johnnie Brandon, Hayden Board, Glenn Board
and Clifton Dorris.
Flower girls were Eleanor
Crenshaw, Ardeana Crenshaw,
Dorothy Jean Massey and Ella
Mae Massey.
P. T. A. TO MEET
RUMMAGE SALE
Burial was in Prospect Ceme"Democracy In The Teens" is to
A rummage sale will begin at tery, Dalton.
be the subject of a panel discus8:30 a.m. Saturday, November 5,
sion at the regular monthly meetFred Garrett
at the Central Presbyterian aning of the Princeton P. T. A. toFred Garrett, 86, died at his night at Butler High
School, it
nex, it is announced.
home in Lamasco October 25. is announced. Those
to be on the
Funeral services were conducted program
include Mrs. J. D. StephRose And Garden Club
at Lamasco Baptist Chureh Oc- ens, Mrs. Conway
Lacey, Joe Caltober 28 by the Rev. Z. Cannon lender, Mrs. Percy
To Meet November 3
Pruett, Miss
and the Rev. L. B. Hooks.
Pat Horn and Bobbie McConnell
The Princeton Rose and GarMr.
Garrett
is suivived by his
den Club will meet at 7:30 p.m.,
Thursday, November 3, at George wife, Mrs. hie Garrett; a son, PEDLEYS TO ATTEND
Coon Library, it is announced by Thomas Garrett, Evansville, Ind., HOMECOMING AT K. M. I.
Mrs. Henry Sevison, president. and a daughter, Mrs. Tylene DunMr. and Mrs. Gracean M. PedMrs. Charles Geiger, delegate to ning, also of Evansville.
ley will leave today for Lyndon
pallbearers
Active
were Gly- to attend home-coming exercises
the annual meeting of the Garden
Clubs of Kentucky, recently held con Gresham, Martin Oliver, 'Cle- at Kentucky Military Institute,
in Louisville, will give a report. incy Thompson, Mason Gresham, where their sons. Larry and JackMembers are requested to bring Badger Gray and Hudson Thomp- ie are cadets.
a Thanksgiving flower arrange- son.
Honorary pallbearers were Oliver and Vilas Mitchell.
ment, and the specimen flower
Burial was in Gray cemetery.
will be Chrysanthemum. Visitors I James Rodgers, James Phillips,
ro
are invited Mrs. evison added. Gene Hall W lie

Colored Resident Of
Fredonia Injured

lite
44en
a
,i,
Mi. North of Madisonville, Ky., U. S. 41

Presents - Thursday, Oct. 27 - at 8:30 P. M.

HEAVYWEIGHT
WRESTLING
3

BIG MATCHES
-AN ALL*STAR CARD
and presenting the

3

World's Heavyweight Champion

i Lou Thesz
First Match 30 min. One Fall to a Finish
JOE MILL1CH
VS
BOBBY NELSON
Second Match 45 mm. Two Falls to a Finish
JACK HADER
VS
WARREN BOCKWINKLE
MAIN EVENT
90 MM.
FEATURING
WORLD'S HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMP

LOU THESZ

vs

BEN SHARPE

NO INCREASE IN PRICE - Ringside $1.25
General Adm. 90c - Children under 12 - 25e
WRESTLING EVERY THURSDAY AT THE ARENA

We Want A Change
Vote for the New Ticket and you will get it.
1 A reduction in your City Tax. Everything comes down but
taxes and they go up.
2 A reduction on your minimum water rate. It has been doubled.
3 Stop lights at busy intersections plus police protection for children going to and coming from school.

KY

4 A clean and honest police department courteous to all, especially to visitors.

SERVICEABLE WORK CLOTHES

5 A summer playground for the children of the city, under competent supervision.

Heavy Wt. Dark Trousers Sanforized - hard to wear out

6 This is your city and you will have a chance to help run it as we
will encourage your suggestions and criticism.
7 Better parking arrangements on the streets leading off Main
and Market, and also Washington between Harrison and So.
Jefferson.

Sizes 30
to 50 waist

8 Our Fire Dept. will be run as efficiently as possible with no
changes at present time.

real buys

9 Continued support of the George Coon Library, one of the
best assets in the city.

Heavy Sanforized
Suede Shirts
checks - plaids -

10 A rumor has it our relatives will get the best jobs. This is not
true. City,employes will be picked for efficiency.

95

11 The men on our ticket are all successful and as the business of
the city is one of the largest in the county, people who have
made a success of their own business would have a much better
chance to make a success of running the city.

Sizes 14 to 17

12 The men that assess your property will be property owners.

Plain Toe Work
Shoe - tan - retan
upper
leather middle
sole - compo
outsole

*

*

*

OUR SLOGAN

"The Most For The Least Cost"

$395

VOTE FOR

PAIR
Sizes
6 to 12

Strong & Serviceable
,They Wear

FINKELS FAIR STORE

* Where Your SS. Have pore ants"

THE NEW TICKET
Only Style-Mart topcoats possess that extra feature... NECK
ZONE tailoring. Only Style-Mart
topcoats carry the Good Housekeeping Guaranty Seal. This
distinction does
not mean an
extra big price.
It means an
extra big walie.

$40.00

Mayor:

CLIFTON HOLLOWELL

CLAUDOI
J. W.
NSON N. B. CAMERON
QUINCouncilme
JOE JONES
TOM HAMMOND
FRANK WEBB
Election, November 8, 1949

WOOD BROS.

YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE APPRECIATED

"Dad 'n Lad Store"
4111111111MININI*

•1,

Thursday, October 27,
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We MOST Have Additional Funds
To Complete The New Hospital!
Costs on our beautiful, new hospital - now under construction on
the Eddyville Road - have run beyond expectations. If it is to be completed, we must have additional funds.
Approximately $52,000 - possibly a little more - will be needed
to finish the job.
This new $70,000 Bond Issue will provide the money needed and
allow a small emergency fund. It will enable us to - go ahead and
complete the hospital - ready to serve you and your loved ones
in case of sickness or accident. No more bonds will be issued than are
absolutely needed!
AND - THIS NEW BOND ISSUE WILL NOT INCREASE YOUR TAXES!
According to estimates of the Bankers Bond Company,the present Hospital Sinking Fund Tax of .08c will be sufficient to retire them.

tly Gene l'
Lauderdale,
Fort
mound-hu
jhesisziPPI Valley
a sa
Ida and leave
the Ev
in
deep
art
Or did a SeParat'
it the state and, v,
the white
anecfillet
n
these shores?
mu
A m ammoth

in
HOPKIN
sho

wicar
fu

Women'
"Not More,
ter Mercha
exclusive!
iincor

"The

VOTE "YES" NOV. 811 FOR BOND ISSUE
TO COMPLETE OUR NEW HOSPITAL

dli

GE
•
•

Everythi
Winter
your bu •
Hanway De

White D

Look For This Question On The Top
Right Hand Side Of Your Ballot!

Shall Caldwell County, Kentucky, issue bonds to the amount
of Seventy Thousand Dollars
($70,000) for the purpose of constructing and furnishing a county
public hospital in and for said
county, to be known as the
Caldwell County War Memorial
Hospital.

DO NOT CONFUSE IT WITH THE CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT ALSO TO BE VOTED UPON!...

A rumor has been circulated that a
schedule of exorbitant fees to be charged
for services in the new hospital has already been set-up.

BE SURE YOU VOTE "YESff
FOR THE NEW HOSPITAL

x

Sanforized
Launders B.

$2

THIS IS NOT TRUE!

Read Your Ballot Carefully!

YES NO

CORRECTING
A RUMOR!
Neither your Building Committee, or
the Federal Government, have the power
or authority to set these fees. This is the
responsibility or the Board of Trustees
who are to be elected at a public meeting
Of the contributors.
No schedule of fees has been, or can
be, established until this board has been
elected.
The hospital is designed for efficient
operation at low cost which will assure
asonable rates.

Standard 3-in
fused collar a.
regular culls .
Neck Sizes 14,
Sleeve 32 to

This Message Published As A Community Service By
B. N. LUSBY CO.

CAPITOL THEATER

H.C. RUSSELL'S GROCERY

SULA AND ELIZA NAIL

BILL'S AUTO ASSOCIATE STORE

CORNER DRUG STORE

STEWART OIL CO.

STEGER LUMBER YARD

WOOD BROS.

A. H. TEMPLETON

ROWLAND MOTOR CO.

BEN FRANKLIN STORE

ROBINSON IMPLEMENT CO.

MARK CUNNINGHAM,Agt.

WOOD DRUG STORE

WILLIAMSON DRUG STORE
PRINCETON CREAMERY

V.

C. A. WOODALL INS., Agency

Men's Dre
"
Sit

10

Choose black.
Dig grain in c
sr. Stitched
Nine

,
.
5

orsday, October 27, 1949
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Henderson 4-H Club
Calves Bring Profit

By Gene Plowden
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.--Did the
ient mound-builders of the
ippi Valley penetrate Fierind leave a sample of their
ieep in the Everglades?
did a separate group inhabc state and vanish centuries
re the white man reached
shores?
inanunoth mound some 30 to

The total gross income from
Henderson county 4-H club beef
projects has been approximately
8100,000 during the past four
years, according
to
County
Agent A. A. Williams, For the
current year it is around $21,000.
At the Tri-State Fat Cattle Show
and Sale in Evansville in September, 62 beef calves brought
a net total of $19,267, not including about $000 in prizes. Grand
champion calf of the entire show
was shown by Randolph Powell
of the Corydon 4-H Club. An Angus steer, it weighed 1,155 pounds.

40 miles west of Fort Lauderdale
has given rise to such speculation
It has prompted these questions:
What hands patiently piled
hundreds of tons of earth and
smoothed it out Into a plot of
eight to ten acres?
Where did the dirt come from,
in a land that is largely water
rotting vegetation and coral rock?
Maurice Hale, a L,akeland business man who often hunts in the
Evei glades, nays Seminole Indians told him about the modern
ghost village on the site. It was,
he believes, started after the Civil War, centered around a sugar

HOPKINSVILLE
When the sugar project failed,
the village was taken over by
men who smuggled Chinese into
the United States. Several Indians
helped by making Seminole costumes to disguise the Chinese.
Trouble broke out and the Indians killed all residents. Indians
still regard the place as haunted
and shun it, Hale says.
Members of expeditions to the
site have found such things as
bottle-capping equipment, span-

ORTMANN DASHING TO MICHIGAN SCORE.
Back Charles Ortmann (arrow) outs
through his right guard to pick up 11 yards and first period score for the Wolverines. Other
Michigan players identified i Don McClelland (67) guard; Bob Erben (53), center; John Ghindia (23),
quarterback. Minnesota players: Dick Anonsen (6) quarterback; Floyd Jasziwski (50), tackle; Harry
Grant (13), end. Michigan upset Minnesota at Ann Arbor, Mich., 14-7. (AP Wirephoto)

R. H.
Royster, editor and publisher of
the Sebree Banner for 35 years,
retired on his 80th birthday Monday.
Royster said his son, Byron
Royster, now associate editor, will
succeed him.

LIKE COMMUNITY NESTS
Magoffin county poultrymen
using the new-type community
nests think they are a big improvement over others they have
used, according to Pritchard King,
county agent. They say there are
fewer dirty eggs, less breakage,
and more room for the hens.
Copies of the directions for
"Community Nests," A-198, may
be had from county or home
agents, or from the College of
Agriculture and Home Economics,
University of Kentucky, Lexington.

ish-type bottles and jugs and
MELTON COLLECTS CARS
Kentucky Woman Is
Westport, Conn. — (AP) —
modern wire nails. Indications
Named To High Office
James Melton, radio Und concert
are that moonshiners once used
Mrs. W. E. Nichols of Fayette singer and a commuting resident
the site.
county was elected vice chair- of this area, spends all of his
They also found hand-wrought
spare time at his hobby. It is the
for
nails and estimated some of the man of the Country Women's collection of old time autbmobiles,
It was estimated in 1889 that
annual
meeting
Council
at
its
dozen tumbledown shacks on the
which has grown to such an exthere were only 541 bison in the
site
Springs,
dated
back
at
least
75
years.
Colorado
Oct.
4
to
7
at
tent
that
a
special
museum
has
Women's Wear
United States of an original 50,NO WAIT
Historically, that is recent.
Colo. The council is one of 40 been set up north of nearby Nor000,000.
Call Is Fir
NO WORRY
To explore the area fully
walk
to
display
them
to
the
puborganizations in this country hav"Not More, But BetPre* Safe
would require many months of efNO REGRET
lic.
ing a membership in the Assofort
under
the
most
trying
condiOften Melton himself can be
ILING DISTANCE MOVING SERVICE
STOMACH SUFFERERS
ter Merchandise"
tions. It would cost a great deal. ciated Country Women' of t h e seen driving about the countryGET AMAZING RELIEF
exclusively yours
The mound is six to eight feet World. Held in conjunction with side in one of his revitalized high- The
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
HARVEY
STOMACH
above the surrounding terrain this meeting was that of the Na- wheeled touring cars of the vin- TREATMENT goes further
Contact
(Incorporated)
and many believe the real story tional
Home Demonstration tage around 1912.
JAMES D. MASHBURN
than most stomach treatments
Phone 2016
Princeton, Ky. lies at least three feet beneath Council.
on the market today. It is made
onstration
work,
College
of
Agrithe surface.
More than 2,000 rural women
up of four different medicines.
It is overgrown. with angled and home demonstration staff culture and Home Economics, One of the main ingredients is
tropical shrubbery almost im- members from 40 states were in University of Kentucky; Mrs. W. belladonna.
possible to penetrate. Banana attendance at the two meetings. K. Morris, Hopkinsville, president We guarantee this wonderful
Iplants, wild limes, mulberry Included in Kentucky's 33 repre- of the Kentucky Federation' of medicine to relieve ulcer pains,
trees, papayas and two huge roy- sentatives were Miss Myrtle Wel- Homemakers and official dele- and that acid, gassy, belchy,
al poinciana trees grow there.
don, state leader of home dem- gate, and Mrs. Nichols.
nervous and lack of pep feelAs vice chairman of the council,
Historians point to other Floriing. Compare its price with
Timucans
and
The
Caloosas,
have
charge
Mrs.
Nichols
will
CANDIES
da mounds antedating both the
other stomach preparations.
early Spanish explorers and the other early Indian tribes who of the United States delegation Start this treatment today --were
members
of
the
Hirrihigua
of
to
the
International
meeting
Exclusive
later Seminole Indians. None is
there is no need to suffer. Ask
as large as the recent discovery nation that crumbled about 400 the Associated Country Women your druggist for Harvey Tabat
ears ago and buried their dead of the World in Copenhagen,
nor as difficult to reach but al
lates. SOLD ONLY AT
in mounds.
Denmark, next September.
follow the same pattern.
WOOD DRUG STORE
It
was
their
custom
to
place
the
In Hardee County, about nine
PRINCETON, KY.
bodies
in
burial
groves
until
the
Classified
Ad!
Try
a
Leader
miles south and west of the town
seventh
moon
(February).
At
this
of Ona, is a mound approximately
100 by 150 feet, eight to ten feet normally dry season they would
above the level of the surround- be carried far inland, placed in
ing countryside and flat on top. burial mounds and covered with
Huge oak and pine trees grow eight to ten feet of earth to discourage wolves and other wild
there.
animals from digging them up.
The Caloosas, who lived in
southwestern Florida, might have
gone as far as the recently-discovered mound to bury their
dead. Or some tribe along the
lower east coast may have penetrated deep into the Everglades
on the same mission.
The Seminoles never were
numerous enough to build such
mounds. They did not appear on
the scene until long after the
Calosas and Timucans had vanished.

wic arson

Zippers hold best if they a,

Royster To Retire
As Sebree Editor
sebice, Ky. — (AP) —

MAJOR.DRAY

Try a Leader Classified Ad:

stitched on by machine
than by hand. Stitch II, iippri
tape to the fold or
goinl
i.pi,
close to the metal of
then trim off any ex: ,
the width of the tap.
so there will be no to
catch in the zipper.
The first Labor Day celebration
was held in New York City Sept
5, 1882.

LESPEDEZA
We are now receiving Lespedeza.
We have the most modern and best
equipped Seed Cleaning Plant in
West Kentucky, with experienced
operators in charge. We will buy
your seed when cleaned.

WE HAVE LESPEDEZA BAGS
Complete Stocks of Field Seeds

In Hopkinsville It's

CAYCE-YOST COMPANY
Incorporated

SEED CLEANING DEPARTMENT
Cleveland Ave.
Phone 1780

Look how much more you get when you

GET READY FOR FALL

BUY NOW AND SAVE

Everything to complete your Fall and
Winter wardrobe .. . All priced to suit
your budget!

ag" ME ONLY REFRIGERATOR
WM/ THE MONEY-SA*1w

METER-411SER!
Choose FRIGIDAIRE!
Get more space—safe cold from top to bottom,

TIME ON YOUR HAND?
You Can Make

$10 An Hour
eW
xtorrald
making mechanism — the
Meter-Miser. It has no
'pgarst
us tio
"
ustcacuosIed.
trouble or wear.

by doing your

Insulating Job Yourself

beneath the full-width
Hydrator keep it extra
moist, extra cold. Lifetime
Porcelain food compartment with acid-resisting
bottom is easy to clean.
There are 3 types and a
wide variety of models.

Yes, Frigidaire gives you
more storage space than
ever and it's safe cold from
top to bottom! This DeLuxe model has a roomy
Super-Freezer Chest that
holds up to 45 pounds of
frozen foods. Special coils
Priced from

Sanforized Broadcloth

$194.71

Hanway Sport Shirt
Men's sizes

$3.98

Launders Beautifully!

Spun rayon gabardine in
rust, maroon, brown or dark
green. All vat-dyed washfast colors.

/th rwo

F4S7ES7 coo,ovG R4,vai
FR/a/OA/RI1/15719RY
/A
,

Standard 3-inch
fused collar and
regular tuffs ...
Neck Sizes 14, 17
Sleeve 32 to 35.

Average attic insulation jobs
in Princeton as little as

$60.00
_
Striped Dress Shirt
-

Sanforized!

Hanway
Slack Sox

39c
Durable Rayon
In Fall shades.
Reinforced toe
and heel; 10-12.

. . . Save Money .
Buy Now!

Full cut for freedom & comfort! Standard 3-inch or
collar.
Kent short-point
Sizes 14 to 17.

Choose Cardinal
or Silver .. . or
All Wool Coat
Sweater

Compare...
the cost of materials with
that of hiring the job done
and you'll see how you can
make at least $10.00 per
hour by doing the world
yourself. It takes only 5
or 6 hours and you need no
experience to do, an efficient job. We'll be happy
to answer any question you
have.

Choose FRIGIDAIRE!
Get smart new styling—faster, easier cooking!
This Frigidaire Electric
Range is new from top to
bottom! New,smarter styling by Raymond Loewy I
New, more efficient Radiantube Cooking Units!
New higher back panel—
new fluorescent lamp that
lights the entire cooking
top —new two-speed 6-60

timer —new storage drawers move noiselessly on
Triple Nylon Rollers!
Model RM-75 - $34.75 Down
Cash Price $349.75
"1 Other Models from $189.75

Radiantube Cookkcoo 14"'Units actually less
e
taster with farmore
inluch
ceuverorelynta—t cook motrhe
m
each
positions.
5 switch

Choose FRIGIDAIRE!

Best Of All..
Insulation pays dividends
throughout the year. Rooms
up to 15 degrees cooler in
summer—up to 30 per cent
fuel saving in winter. Call
Steger tomorrow for free
estimate.

Steger

Got clothes cleaner, drier —easier!

lWatch
Live4Vater washing—and see
w
ence it makesthe differI
hite things It gets
whiter colored much
far
brighternred things

Prove to yourself that the
Frigidaire Automatic Washer
gives you more for your money. Watch Live-Water action
— see how much more thoroughly and gently it washes.
Feel the difference Rapidry
spinning makes — many
things get dry enough to iron

immediately. Just touch the
Select-O-Dial —and the washer does the rest automatically.
Look at the gleaming all-porcelain finish tnside and out —
it stays beautiful longer.
$29.75 Down
Only
$299.75
Cash Price

11110/ Ask us about new, low down-payments and long, easy terms!

Men's Dress Gloves
Sizes 81 2 10.

$2.49

Choc...se black, cork or brorn
Pig grain in capeskin leather. Stitched black; slip-on
style

Lumber Co.
Mn. Bee I. Erigeihardt, Owner

PRINCETON, KY.

"From a Splinter to
a Carload"
Phone 3340

Princeton, Ky.

McCONNELL ELECTRIC CO.
205 W. Market

Phone 2091
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Farmers Try Modern
Rev. Ray Wigginton has beta
farmei,
Pens For Farrowing
county
confined to his bed for the last
The most Model II farrowing have bought bush - and-hog
M. and Mrs. Russell Melton children, Rachel and John Hen- few days due to
64
within
in Washington county, built
pens
and children, Mary Nell and Ed- ry, were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Sunday guests of Mrs. Ruth
nwdei wsteo.e(I,
Farmise AugietileiDs.
by C. P. McClure of Maud, are e
die, were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hunt, near Marion, Sunday. Dunning and Miss Betty Dunning
E
By Betty Clarke
o.wfia
nil
litsritht .
described by County Agent Troll
altwhe
dpi,:i
were:
lit :
Mr.
and
Robert
ki
Mrs.
Y arre,paitl
Rufus Adkins in Murray over
In no time'at all, you and your
reltittli
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Young and
:"
Young.
Thompson, Denver, Colo., Mr. and
the week-end. They attended the Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Orton were
brother probably will be wearUsing an entire shed of a large h
Mrs. J. T. Thompson and children,
udvs
e fihwadgrait:
rodeo in Trenton, Tenn , Sunday, in Paducah Thursday.
ing twin hairdos. Hairdressers, tobacco barn, Mr. McClure built be
obnelapnldowthedat
Norman and Patricia Ann, Indiawhere Mr. Melton was one of the
always fast men with the shears, 14 pens. Each is 0 by 12 feet on
Mrs. H. H. SuHenget, Tolu, Mr. napolis, Ind., Miss Frances
Myers,
are wielding their scissors with a concrete base, with walls and
rodeo riders.
J. L. Sullenger, Gary, bid., and Crider, and Miss Lvtra McNeely.
uipment are Curt
Atilt,
Frankie Wright, student of Mrs. Doug SuHenget: and daughever-increasing gusto. New coif- ceiling double-boxed with ton- Roscoe
Molly and Paul Hunsaker,
Tuggle, E. A.
gob,
ohow more of the ears,
Campbellsville College, Camp- ter, Susan Jane, of Marion, were Princeton,
tures
spent Monday with
gue-and-groove flooring. Open- Glenn Cook, Otis
Littreu
belLsville, spent the week-end Friday guests of Mr. and Mrs. their grandmother
much more of the neck, and ing Into each one is a double- Paul
, Mrs. Florence
Pennecuff•
with Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Coleman. J. J. Rogers and family.
when
you
a
don
'leave
hat,
the
sectioned door; either the lower.
Parr.
with a concrete floor,
Mrs. Shuford lientz, Mancheshairdo strictly to the imagina- or upper half may be used.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Collins and
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Canlie par,
to add a sunporeh
ter, Is., is visiting her sister, Mrs. son, Jimmy, Dearborn, Mich., non, Nashville, spent
tion of the onlooker.
The pens are all supplied with
the weekon the icia
Roy Ashby. She has been called were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Will end with
If you plan to sport one of electric brooders made of ply- side and, after tobacco
her mother, Mrs. Amble
strips",
home by the serious illness of GilIlium Thursday night.
these new short-shorts—a hair- wood, with a 100-watt electric is
will
Fuller..
her mother, Mrs. Nannie Wright.
ir0
0
do
0
which
v
d
e
e
;
r
is
completely
fo
her
Roy Ashby is quite ill at his
concealed
Mrs. W. M. Young and Wis.
useiekas.n e16-14;
bulb for heat. Guard rails, one
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Turley and home here, suffering with virus Beulah Howerton
by your chapeau—be sure that of them hinged, extend
were guests of
around
Try
your
gown
ei
is
strictly
feminine.
17.
-eade;-(-2tasseled \,,
Mr. and Mrs. C. Y. Williams in
the pen. They are made of 2-by-8Your beau might have admired inch boards
Russellville Tuesday.
set against the wall
(our short hairdo of last year, about eight
Billy Travis spent the week-end
inches off the floor.
but he might not like this new
visiting relatives in Hopkinsville.
Mr. McClure has built also a
scalped effect, if you wear tail- large
Mr. and Mrs. Milton York and
combination strippingroom
ored ensembles to boot.
children spent Sunday as guests
and brooder house, 14 by 32 feet,
There
is
no
doubt
that
some
of
Because of ill health and on advice of my
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
CHARGED WITH IRUIEDER: Mrs Yvette Madsen; dirk-eyed these neW coiffures are pretty, springing a new hairdo on the
doctor, I am withdrawing from the race of Mayor. Travis, in Marion.
Brooklyn beauty, rests in Rhine-Main dispensary in Frankfurt, if you have pretty features. Two family is the "take it easy" rouOne of the finest representa- Germany, after she was charged with murdering her husband,
U. S. shown by Jean de Chant in his tine. Girls who have tried it
tions of home talent was display- Air Force Lieut. Andrew E. Madsen. Authorities
I want to thank my many friends who had
are seeking mo- New York salon are clean and claim that all you need do is
ed Friday night in the "Woman- tive for shooting which Occurred
last week in the Madsen living sleek, and give a "not a hair out have it cut shorter each time.
offerea me their fullest support in the race.
less Wedding" presented at the room, a six-room home
in the American community of Buchschlag. of place" look.
Pretty soon you'll be down to
school auditorium to one of the (AP Wirephoto via radio from Frankfurt)
One is a "little bog bob" close- that boyish bob, if that's what
To whomever the people elect as Mayor and
largess crowds ever assembled in
ly resembling the boyish bob of you want, and the change won't
as Councilmen, I offer my help to build a better
the building. The cast of 48 men members of the family. Mr. Black- BROTHERS REUNITED
two decades ago, not at all popu- seem so drastic.
Layers lazy? Not sick, but run.
of
the
town and community play- burn has been critically ill after
Philadelphia — (AP) — Two lar with the
and larger city. I feel that within a few years
down? Perhaps they need
menfolk then. This
ed each part with efficiency, af- suffering a stroke several days brothers met here the: other day
tonic
appetizer — Dr. Ws.
one has more appeal, is more
Princeton should be a city of 10,000 people. It fording gr eat entertainment ago. He is an uncle
hury's eiabTab. Used rep.
of Mr. Ray for the first time in 47 Years. feminine and might please even a
larly as a flock treatment by
will be my good pleasure to help strive for that throughout the evening. The P. Blackburn here.
Samuel and Leopold Austolker critical maiden
aunt.
thousands of pod.
T. A., sponsor of the play, was
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Blackburn parted when Leopold left Latvia
end.
Another
tryinen. Avi•Tab
"fringed
b o b" is
greatly pleased with results.
and children, Richie and Brenda for South Africa in 1902. Later the startlingly
Contain:trued ton.
like the "windblown,"
Miss Ada Leeper was the Sun- Fay, Mr. and Mrs. Paul West and rest of the family including Samic ingredients tad
also of the flapper era.
CALL Ill
day guest of Misses Lois and Del- daughter; Kay, were dinner uel came to Philadelphia.
trace minerals,
If you've been chopping away
MARK CUNNINGHAM, Agt
Treatment is ern.
la Adcocks in Hopkinsville.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm
Samuel changed his name to at your
Complete insurance Service
hair
eyer
since
the
short
nomicalSeethereMr. and Mrs. R. S. Orton, Ma- Blackburn, Sunday.
Stojker and started an apto ac- hairdo
111 W. Market St.
sultaintheeggho
became popular, perhaps
toaka, W. Va., have concluded a
American Legion and American cessory business in Baltimore.
ket—with Avi-Tabl
visit with her sister; Mrs. L. B. Legion Auxiliary have purchased Leopold changed his name to you can take another big whack
WOOD DRUG STORE
at it, without distressing results.
Young, and Mr. Young.
a piano for use in the Legion Hall. Austoker and started a timber
Princeton, Kentucky
But whatever happens don't
Mr. and Mrs. Orbie Rushing This will be a useful addition to business in Johannesourg. Both
jlump
from
a
shoulder
length
and Mr. and Mrs. Walter Swope the Hall for both organization
s. were successful.
hairdo to a young lad coiffure unand baby, Evansville, were guests
The American Legion Auxiliary
At a family reunion here each less
the hairdresser promises he
of Mrs. Lee Burklow Sunday.
started rehearsals on the "Black brother said he lived in the counM. S. Lowery and Ed Harmon Face" plays, entitled, "Ghost of try with the greatest opportuni- can grow you a new head of hair,
if the Menfolk don't like it.
made a business trip to Evans- the Past" and "Rastus Comes
To ties.
The tried-and-true method of
ville Friday.
the Point", to be presentedat
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Parr, De- the Legion Hall, Monday
Worst
defeat
ever
suffered
by
night,
troit, Mich., are spending this Oct. 31. This promises to be
filled a University of Texas football
week with his mother, Mrs. Flor- with entertainment, thrills, and team was the 84-0 beating receivence Parr, and other relatives in chills, when the ghost from
the ed in 1904 from Chicago.
We have ample funds
the county.
past passes through the congreto help responsible, local
Black bear now rocuzi wild in
Miss Patsy Wigginton, Evans- gation. Everyone come out and
34 of the 48 U. S. states.
citizens refinance, build or
ville, spent the week-end with enjoy a good home talent play
for
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gilliam Hallowe'en.
buy their homes. Our
sponsor, is in charge of general
Wigginton.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Blackburn arrangements.
home mortgage loans are
Friends of Mr. Walter Black- and Mrs. Essie Rucker visited Rev.
To the Voters of the City of Princeton:
Entertainment for the evening
repayable in small, rentburn, of Paducah, will be glad to and Mrs. Grant Hughes in
Marion will consist of a cake walk, fishsized monthly installments
Now you will soon have the opportunity of
know that his condition was much Sunday afternoon.
ing pond, fortune telling, and
that include a reasonable
voting for a new Mayor for this city. Before you O I improved Sunday as reported by Mr. and Mrs. Wilford Bakdf, various guessing contests. A prize
interest charge, spread over
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Baker and will be awarded the best disguised
cast your vote you should first think of the qualia convenient term of years.
Eddie Baker visited friends and catple.
fications of the man you are going to place at
relatives in Marshall county SunCome in and see how much
The feature event of the proday,
gram will be the presentation of
the head of our City Government. There are
money we can save
Misses Bonnie King and Joyce the school king and queen, folnumbers of important matters that the Mayor
Johnson,
students of Bethel lowed, by the coronation cereCreomulsion relieves promptly because
Woman's College, Hopkinsville, mony.
it goes right to the seat of the trouble
will be responsible for. The main one is the phyto help loosen and expel germ laden
were week-end guests Of Miss
The queen and king will be
sical health of our citizens. Mr. Hollowell has
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
King's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bill chosen from the following conheal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
King.
spent many years of study along this line. Even
testants:
mucous membranel.Tell your druggist
Mrs. Nannie Wright is critically
to sell you a bottle of Creomulsion
First Grade, Anita Rogers and
the kind of water you are going to have will desvith the understanding you must like
ill at the home of her daughter, Joey Williams; Second and Third
the way it quickly allays the cough
pend on the next Mayor and we all know Mr.
Mrs. Raymond Phelps in Crider. Grade, Joyce Ann Cartwright and
sot you are to have your money back.
Mrs. Wright suffered a stroke last Wayne Prowell; .Fourth Grade,
Hollowell has the qualifications for this job as he
week, and little hope is held for Margaret Campbell and John Edd
I MOCK NORTH OG BUTLER NIG
has spent many years in the past attributing to
for Coughs,Chest Colds.Bronchitis her recovery. She is the mother Thompson; Fifth and Sixth
of Mrs. Roy Ashby, local beau- Grade, Oma Tosh and John Dan
the health and welfare of the citizens in and
Bugg; Seventh Grade, Joyce Nell
around Princeton, as well as being qualified for
Mrs. Docia Freeman has gone 'Baker and Marvin Campbell;
various things that will come up from time to
to Detroit, Mich., where she will Eighth Grade, Dolores Creasey
spend the winter.
and Howard Rowland; Ninth
time. We have noticed how he has given mediMrs. J. B. Sory and Miss Dora Grade, Betty Sue Ennis and Joe
cal aid to the sick, at a great sacrifice to himself,
Young spent Wednesday a n d Conway; Tenth Grade, Kathleen
Thursday in Madisonville with Harper and Bertram Jones;
and served these people rich and poor alike.
their brother, Charlie Young, and Eleventh Grade, Patricia BradMrs. Young.
Vote for Clifton Hollowell for Mayor and
shaw and Preston Morris, and
Among those from here who Twelfth Grade, Barbara Williams
we are sure you will have no regrets.
attended the singing convention and Junior Sigler.
in Murray Sunday were: Mr. and
This ad is sponsored by citizens of Princeton
Mrs. M. S. Lowery, Mr. and Mrs.
Noble Paris, Mr. and Mrs., Aubrey
Litchfield, Jr., and Mrs. Johnson
Wigginton and Mr. and Mrs. Jew4-CU-FT MODEL
ell Traylor.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Gillihan
This roomy 4-cu-ft model holds up to 140
spent the week-end with her parpounds
u p to o
off
orted
I
foods. Foods stay ft, II
ents, Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Cox, of
one
FARMERS Through
near Benton. Mr. and Mrs. Cox
It's dependable General Electric—just
THREE RIVERS NAT'L FARM
celebrated their 60th wedding
at the wonderful features listed below'
LOAN ASSN.
anniversary Saturday.
No family can afford ta
Verna Driver, five-year-old Loans made on good farms
without a home freezer.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bernie from 10 to 33 years at 4% inIt's one appliance that act.Driver, will be taken to Louis- terest on amortized payments
returns a dollar-andTILE AS
cents dividend on your inville Tuesday for observation as
vestment ... you begin tel
a polio suspect. She was taken
save on your food budget
ill at her home here Sunday.
the minute you install a
J. D. ALEXANDER
The Fredonia Seniors will hold
freezer
in your home.
their annual fall .carnival Friday
Secretary - Treasurer
Princeton, Ky.
night, October 28, in the gymnas- Dial 3351
ium. Mrs. Guy Nichols, class
after down payment

Flapper Haircuts
On The Way sack

AVI-TAB

I

Vote For
CLIFTON
HOLLOW ELL
For Mayor

Our Home Loans Are Safe
For You,and Economical

RELIEF AT LAST.
ForYour COUGH

CREOMULS1ON

New savings on
3-E Home Freezers!
GiENERAL; ELECTRIC
HOME FREEZER

(91 weeks to pay)

.1,10.1.111

tirra mai whonl 41Iara optlnaal at eatra *eat

America's buying h at a jet-propelled pace!
HOME FREEZER
BIG
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY!
LOW, LONG, ALLURING!
Higher irMipression Champion
and Commander engines of increased horsepower • Self-sta
bilizing coil sprMg front wheel
suspension • Wide-rim wheels
and extra low-pressure tires •
Self adjusting brakes • Over
site windows and windshield •
Olare-proof "black light" in
Raiment dials • Wear-resistMg Studebaker craftsmanship.

N THE MARKET only a little more than one
month
—and already the fastest selling car in all Studebaker
history!
That's the amazing record to date of this
dramatic
new 1950 Studebaker.
Public demand for this breath-taking automobile
was
so tremendous in September, Studebaker did its
biggest
month's business of all time!
Stop in and take a close-up Ionibat Studebaker's trim,
•
sleek, exclusive "next look" styling. Watch how fast
you
decide you want a 1950 Studebaker of your own.

O

ItIARAKER'S REALLY ROLLING' STUDEBAKER LEADS AGAIN WITH THE

NEXT LOOK'

IN CARS'

8-CU-FT

MODEL

Buy your food in quantity when it's cheapest, and keep until wanted in this big home
freezer! Holds 280 pounds of assorted foods
in prime condition up to a year.

At my home located 510 S. Darby Street,
Princeton, Ky.
Am leaving State and must sell my household and kitchen furniture.
Living room suite, bedroom suite, odd beds
and cots, three feather beds, rocking chairs, dish
cabinet, dresser, breakfast set, ice box and
dishes.
These things must sell as we are leaving Sunday.
MRS. ESTON MARTIN

• Automatic temporaturo control
• Ono-pi•c• 'testi cabinet.
• 4" glass flb•r insulation
• Automatic Intorior light
IS et.

sive)

• toalod-in rofrig•rating systim

COME IN AND SEE THESE MONEY-SAVING FREEZERS TODAY I
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2() yeais was harvested in Monroe county, farmers saving ap•
prokiniately 50,000 pounds of
seed.
Fred Andrews, GI farmer of
Clinton county, is selling hatching eggs from his 381 New Hampshire hens, which are producing
over 180 dozen eggs a week.
The finest tobacco crop in
years is reported from Robertson county, the majority of varieties having been developed at
the Agricultural Experiment Sta
tion, Lexington.
In 20 homemakers clubs in Pu
laski county; 402 members are
enrolled,
Vigo wheat is being seeded
this year for the first time in
Madison county.
A tobacco barn 38 by 96 feet
has been completed on the farm
of J. E. Durrett in Taylor county.
Approximately 4,000 acres of
corn land in Estill county have
been seeded to small grain or
vetch and small grain.
Homemakers in Franklin county ordered 6,800 flower bulbs for
planting this fall.
Approximately 6600 in prize3
were wort at the Kentucky State
Fair by Jefferson county vegetable growers.

Ky. Farm News
. 98 per cent of the farm
now
homes in McCracken county
current available.
sV' electric
A coal company in Letcher
county seeded Ky. 31 fescue on
steep slope of a
the contour of a
0 -facing to prevent erosion.
county, this season
In Daviess
vtas one of the most difficult in
several years for cutting and curing tobaceo.
The Pineville Public Library is
coopetating with the Pa ge
Homemakers Club in Bell county
in loaning 50 books for threesponth periods.
The best lespedeza hay crop in

tte wish all fires could
be prevented. Since huMAO beings hare not
reached that stage of perfection. the right insurance policy to protect
them against loss is the
nest best thing. You al11.0 s get the right one
lie it.
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HALLOWEEN CARNIVAL

-S&L
SNOW IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA: A visitor to Mt. Laguna Recreation Area, San Diego, Calif.,
enjoys unprecedented October snowfall as he hikes across white-blanketed field. Snow measured 10
inches at some mountain points as drifts blocked roads. Temperatures as low as 25 degrees and
winds up to 85 miles an hour were recorded -in unseasonal weather. (AP Wirephoto)

Farmer's Sky Signs
Called Worthless

000 DRUG STORE

DOES 111..

Reserve the
Irrlud•
l,:e•ol Ton

Tobacco Is Damaged
By Rubber Bands

'Rest, Relax For A
Healthful Winter

The use of rubber bands to
hold tobacco leaves may give
manufacturers no end of trouble,
according to complaints received
at the Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station.
Used under the leaves, it
is almost impossible to detect the
rubber bands until they get to
the stemming machines, one manufacturer wrote. It is then necessary to stop the machine and
search the strips, go back and
find the hogshead that is affected and untie each hand to get
the tobacco free from rubber
bands. This is an expensive job
and delays processing the tobacco.
Most of the rubber bands have
been found on the flying grades,
which probably means that the
farmer primed some of his tobaoco.
PUTS WATER IN HOUSE
John Preston of Letcher county has taken advantage of a freshwater spring to supply his home
with running water. Because it
is located in the hollow about 200
feet above the house, there is sufficient pressure to take care of
all the conveniences of a home
water system. County Agent Robert H. Fike said that Preston
built a reservior with a capacity
of about 3,000 gallons.

legitimate fashion."
Dr. Marshall explained that
several thousand years ago there
were no calendars, and even a
few hundred years ago they
largely were useless because most
people couldn't read.
"Primitive peoples seeking a
measure for passing time latched
on to the moon," he said. "They
had soon discovered that this sky
lantern went through about 12
complete phases between planting seasons.'
The moon thereupon became
the calendar for the ancients —
not because it influenced crops
but because it marked the planting seasons.
Ignorant of this innocent roigin, however, farmers in succeeding centuries endowed the moon
with powers unfounded by fact
Many for example, allege that
the moon has great magnetic
qualities. For this reason, they
plant leaf crops such as cabbage
in the light of the moon so that
the moon will pull up the leaves
Conversely, root crops are planted during the dark of the moon
so the roots won't be pulled up.
"In truth," Dr. Marshall said
"a farmer walking through his
fields has more pulling effect on
his crops than does the moon
Besides, the moon is up there in
the sky even during the dark of
the man. You just can't see it
that's all."
The director decried the hocuspocus about "wet" and "dry"
moons.
The moon always follows the
same path every year, he explained. In September, the crescent lies on end, supposedly
pouring out the water. Actually
September—after August—is the
rainest month of the year. Nevertheless, everyone knows about
April showers and yet in that
month the crescent lies down
supposedly holding in the water.

'
BULOV
A
of your choice in
Winstead's

Christmas Layaway
Plan

TAKE A YEAR TO PAY

Winstead Jewelers
Lay Away Now For Christmas

711-

›rt-

W.ILKEIt IIAS IT

NRW
Cropland should be terraced to
save the topsoil and keep it proParker "21" Pen
ductive. So says John L. Mc$5.00
Kitrick In "Terracing to Save the
WALKER'S
DRUGS
Soil," a new circular of the Coland JEWELRY
lege of Agriculture and Home
Trout are now being planted in
Dial 3211
Economics, University of Kenremote lakes by helicopter.
tucky.
Terracing means making ridges
across the slope of land to slow
Come to the the flow of water and direct it
tp an outlet where it can do the
least harm to the soil. Terraces
are needed on all sloping land
not kept in grass, says. McKitBingo, Games, Prizes and Refreshments.
rick.
The circular gives all neces,
Everybody invited.
sary details for snaking terraces.
7:00 P. M., Oct 29
Ask for it at a county agent's ofat Lexington. Ask for it by numLewistown School Auditorium
rice or order it from the college
Sponsored By Lewbtown P. T. A
ber 473, and title.

Europe has seven midget prinBy Sam Summerlin
cipalities: Trieste, Andorra, LiechChapel Hill, N. C. — The heavtenstein, San Marino, Monaco,
Vatican City .and Luxembourg, ens provide no crystal balls for
farmers.
the largest (999 square miles).
Despite this fact, throughout
the world men who plow the
earth—like men who plow the
seashave sought to chart their
courses by signs in the sky.
Farmers down the centuries
have gazed at the heavens and
wondered. There mortals in due
time have come to bestow upon
the stars, the moon and the sun
great powers over the planting
and harvesting of crops.
Ignorant of the
nature of
things, they have cloaked these
heavenly bodies and the signs of
the Zodiac with mysterious and
awesome qualities which in truth
do not exist.
The folly of this practice is
shown up clearly by scientific
fact.
One of the nation's best authorities on this clouded issue is Dr.
Roy K. Marshall, director of the
magnificen t
new
$3,000,000
Planetarium here at the University. of North Carolina. An outstanding sky specialist, Dr. Marshall has been described as the
2075
best planetarium mar in America
and is producer of a weekly television show considered tops in its
field.
"Although the heavens provide
no crystal balls for farmers," declared the genial sky gazer,
"the whole business did begin in

ONE Da

FA Rit0WI NG HOUSES PAY
11.
hew individual hog
houses which Joe Gill of Todd
county built, paid off at once.
The first five sows to farrow
suved 45 pigs. Mr. Gill got plans
for the hug houses from his
c.tounty agent, Stuart Brabant.

Terraces Important
In Saving The Soil

Prescriptions
Phone
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About 10 percent of the steel
workers of the United States are
classed as unskilled.
The geographic center of the
United States is in North-central
Kansas.

By Betty Clarke
This is the time of the year
when you need to rest, relax and
bathe often for a healthful winter
to come. Unfortunately fall also
ushers in the social season, with
consequent late hours and neglect
of beauty.
Somehow the little girl who
likes to dance and keep late hours
often is too lazy to draw a bath
when she gets home. Shampoos
get to be few and far between.
Hair is not pin-curled before going to bed. In the morning perhaps she is too sleepy to press
that skirt, she is tempted to wear
unwashed stockings for the second time, and scuffed shoes are
donner without a thought of a
shoe shine.
For career girls can follow the
secret of an English lady who at
84 looked much younger than her
years, because she spent one day
every week in bed in a darkened
room. That was the beauty treatment that kept her relaxed and
pretty.
Every girl should be able to
afford one day each month, however, for a beauty plan of this
kind. On that day, perhaps a Saturday, she would stay in bed until she felt absoultely starved,
then have a leisurely brunch. If
she felt like it, she could climb
back to bed and, sitting propped
up with a luxurious batch of
pillows behind her, to some beauty chores. This is the day when
she can manicure, pedicure and
facial to her heart's delight. She
can shampoo her hair, sew buttons on dresses, suits and lingerie,
write letters, and do all the
things that please her.
Make your bath a lovely pleasant thing. Pamper yourself with
scented soaps, bath oils and dusting powder. If you are a recent
bride, try a "something blue"
scent or a "dusty pink" one if
you prefer. But pick one that
you enjoy yourself. Whatever
scent you employ should be used
Bath fragrances usually are
light and easy to take. But don't
make the mistake of dumping too
much of the scent in your bath
water. Most of these bath fragrance suggest that only a few
rlrops be used, and it is better to
follow directions.
You'll find that if you do give
up at least one day a month to
relaxation and a beauty program,
it will be much easier to keep up
your charm rating. Save one
evening a week to do beauty repairs, if you can. Then things will
not pile up on you all at once.

"Peach
Bloom"

Princeton Mills
Phone 2071
I II II II • II •• II • NI
• III II • II 11 • IN ••

(or. newellefewliMalleets

700 Prizes
Nov
'mos

25

Car .1 it. Tear"
4-door CLIOOPI V-8 Ford
Sed ons, •qui p ped with
Radio, "Magic Air" Heater, Overdrive, end
Whits Sichswall
"The Faskied

laws left to Ldst (weer

(Ormond)
General Duty Model F-I,
V.8 engine, stoke body,
158-inch wheelboe• FORD Tracks, *quipped
*lift Radio end "Magic Air'' H•ot•r.
Optional as prizes to the top 5 of Me 25 car
winners who specify preference for • knock
on Cadmt Entry Monk.
.25 +/000

SovAr..s &Nos
/00 #40 its.
Soemss Ellowos
.20060l/S S4N465 &was
350 VSlISSoues 834o5
aft SAFETY CHECK *

R

)6(/
1. Drive to your Ford Dealer do*flag Poster Otown below.
2. Get a Free Car Safety Check,
free SAM! Inweata es,'
Wry Blank.
3.111 50 words or lalss ors ashy

bleak Mush Mos statemest: Al
can and trucks shooed be Well
checked periodicsaly because,...
4. Marl entry beton mid t,
October Si. Is feed Car
Contest Headquarters, BOX f?
Chmelb 11, MIMI.
(Amore .1 way oak, a est er track may meter tereatst)
(rid lbw only official entry submitted In tlas name of the
blank ol,tained •t any Ford registered owner or ble
lAnderahip dieplaying the noted repreematatIms.
poster ahown
Print one entry per ear or
clearly your name and ad- rtuy be considered.
All megrim
dress.
become the property of Pod
lb/ Contest Is limited to the Motor t•orriny. Coolant
mi,jort
to
Feal, State and
coatinental U. 8. and Alaska.
regulation. and Co con(41 Priam as stated on entry local
blank, will be •warded on the tart rules on entry blank.
Winners'
basis of sinnwity, originality (I)
names will be
and opines,. Judaea' deriskwur posted at all Ford Dealers' not
are final. Duplicara prine. in later than Lecember I, 1949.
awe of ties. Entries muet be fed coo teat is open to al
resident. of United
exen•pt employees of St
=
Motor Company, Ford Dealers, their advert:M.
mg agenda.or their

AO REFLECTOR INSIGNIA *

ENTRY KANE

RANDOLPH MOTORS
Phone 2028
DRIVE IN RIGHT NOW!

Some peoph• like The Brown because
of its gay, cosmopolitan atmosphere.
They like to have lunch in our smart
English Grill ... dance in the famous
Bluegrass Room ... be on the go
every minute.

MIKE & IKE
SEEM AT
OUR STORE

li/00,000 MR—
C4sTV MAIM

* 'CONTEST ENDS OCT. 311

Everyone enjoys
the BROWN!

STORE
r FIERCE BRAWL ATTRACTS CROWD TO PURINA
ARE SWGGING
IT OUT

1
Amore days to enter
°111Y41

"Peach Bloom"

Other people like The Brown because
of its wonderful restful facilities. They
like to he waited on ... to enjoy the
luxury of room-serviee . . . to dine

Combine practical, short stemmed,
modern styled stemware with delicate hand cut sprays of peach blossoms and "Sharpe" answered the
demand of the young set of "everyday" and "best" stemware at a
budget price. It is Open stock. Ose
meting at a time if you wish.
Budget Priced at 50 cents each.
Salad Plates too are available.

THE

leisurely in our beautiful restaurants
... to let our efficient stair attend to
every wish.
What about you? Whatever you like,
you'll find greater comfort and have
more fun at The Brown. Come in
soon, won't you?
Five Splendid Restaurants including
the famous BI rEGR ASS ROOM —
Louisville's Nicest "Bright Spot"!

BROWN

HOTEL

Louisville's Largest and Finest

WALKER'S

Five Floors Air-Conditioned All the Year 'Round

Drugs &Jewelry

Harold E. Harter. Managlny Director

5n,n,

..,41,04/ 04.

•••Modoss,•••-•
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Tigers Beat Mayfield;
Winning Chain Broken
By Charles Adams_ 4
goal where
Mita playing underdog to May- toward the Mayfield
possession of the pigfield for 16 years, Princeton's P'Pool took
passed to Williamosn
Tigers changed history Saturday skin and
the ball over to make
night by walloping the Cardinals who took
the score 13-0 at halftime.
19 to 7 here at Butler Stadium.
Mayfield's eleven made its lone
appleMayfield's
Barrett upset
touchdown early in the third
cart early in the first quarter by
quarter after driving to the Tigstriking paydirt on an end sweep
er's 5-yard line.
Cardinals.
charging
around the
The fourth quarter was all line
Billy
quarter,
Then in the second
team giving
Traylor picked his way 35 yards play with neither

FOR SALE
Nice, 3-room cottage; practically new;
Flatrock Church; beautiful location.

near

$1750

C. A. Woodall
INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE

Attention, Farmers!
Beginning Saturday, Oct. 29,and
each Saturday thereafter, we will
grind feed between the hours of 8
a. m. to 5 p. m. at our place of business.
We also have available portable
mill service. We will come to your
farm on Tuesdays and Thursdays for
a minimum of 5,000 pounds.

Price 20c a bu.

C. & L. Tractor Co.
S. Seminary St.

COMMONWEALTH OF KEINTUCKY DEPARTMENT OF
HIGHWAYS NOTICE TO CON•
TRACTORS
to $20 in a day. No experience NOTE: THE SPECIAL PROVISFOR SALE; Outboard Motors for
TO RAILROAD
or capital required. Permanent. ION RELATIVE
Cruiser control, shift to ScottFREIGHT RATE INCREASES
neutral
In
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Atwater.
Write today. McNESS COM- ANP ptCREAS11“.$ WILL NOT
IN THIS
shift to reverse and forward. 4
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with
p.
h.
2
/
LEVING, OR FUTURE LETh. p. 5 h. p. and 71
17-2* TING UNTIL FURTHER NOshift. Williams Texaco Service
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Sealed bids will be received by
tfc
at
Phone 2445.
house; modern conveniences; the Department of Highways
its office, Frankfort, Kentucky,
makes
would trade for small farm on until 1000 A. M. Central Standard
WATCH MAKING: All
good roads. Alonzo Davis, 216 Time CM the 4th day of November,
and models. Clocks, Jewelry
1949, at which time bids will be
repaired. All work guaranteed.
17- ltp publicly opened and read for the
Center St.
Chas. "Pete" Russell, certified
improvement of:
H. C. Russell, FOR RENT: New, 4-room house
watchmaker.
CALDWELL COUNTY, SP 17tfc
Prop.
with lights and land. Available 222 Ky 93 in Fredonia on the
Fresh*ia -Eddyville Road from
January I. Phone 3881 or see KY 91, to the I.C.R.R. crossing,
FOR SALE: Used refrigerators.
17-1tc 0.485 miles. Grade, d r a in and
Elizabeth Gray.
16-tfc
McConnell Electric Co.
sigh type widening.
CAI DWELL COUNTY, RS 171 23 foot exFOR SALPIANOS:.iicith new and used. BOAT
The Ci•estwell-aMon-Fredenpress cruiser, 95 H. P. Chris- 402
DYE PIANO CO., 409 S. Main,
ia Road from KY 139 at Crestwell
Craft motor, one year old, will to KY 91 at Fredonia, 11.330 miles.
521p
Hopkinsville, Ky.
sacrifice at $1300.00. Also 30 by Reconstruction and traffic bound
AUTO GLASS: Sheet safety
16 foot house boat, completely surface.
The.. attention of prospective
glass cut and installed In all
furnished, bottom just reworkbidders is called to the prequallcars. Williams Texaco Service
Mured, $950.00. D. L. Snyder,
fication requirement and necesStation, Corner Plum & main.
ray, Kentucky. Phone 1157M. sity of securing certificate of elitfc
Phone 557.
16-3te gibility, the special provisions
cheering subletting or assigning
FOR expert paint and body re- BARGAIN, NEW SPINET PIA- the contract and the Department's
prohibits the ispairs, see Randolph Motors.
NO: Why buy an unknown regulation which
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suance
ltc
and
Service.
Sales
from
Ford
make, second hand piano
M. on the day preceding the letan unknown party, when Ken- ting.
FOR SALE—For clean, used cars
PURCHASE
A
NOTE:
tucky's greatest music store ofand trucks, see Rarriolph
CHARGE OF $10.00 WILL BE
fers
you
new,
standard
a
brand
Motors. Ford Sales and ServMADE FOR EACH PROPOSAL.
piano ,free service, and Shack- REMITTANCE
MUST ACCOM5-1tc
ice.
elton's guarantee all for the PANY REQUESTS FOR THE
REFUNDS
FORMS.
price?
from
same
SPECIAL,
PROPOSAL
FOR ELECTRICAL Appliances
now until Christmas, or as long WILL NOT BE MADE FOR ANY
and Electrical Supplies, visit
as they last, we are offering to REASON. information, bidding
Stallins and Kennedy Electric
Further
readers of this advertisement proposals, et cetera, will be furService, 124 E. Main St., Phone
the reliable Standard Brand nished upon application to t h e
3180 or 2389. Work guaranteed.
tie
New Cable Spinet Piano, for Frankfort Office. The right is reand all bids.
only $595.00 on terms less than served to reject any HIGHWAYS
DEPARTMENT OF
SAVE MONEY: Phone 2628.
rent, $4.00 weekly. Phone (re- Franhfort, Kentucky
Hugh Boyd, 520 Plum St., for
16-2tc
versing charges for full infor- October 13, 1949.
good lump coal, stoker coal at
mation) or wrip us for illusreasonable price s. General
trated catalog at once. The NOTICE
hauling, wood and kindling.
The Caldwell County Board of
quantity of pianos is limited.
17-4tp
SHACKELTON PIANO COM- Education will receive sealed bids
PANY,621 South Fourth Street, on the following property:
WANTED TO RENT: By Nova
Hawridge school building and
Louisville 2, Kentucky. 17-8tc
1, unfurnished 3 or 4 room
school lot containing one acre,
house with bath, by permanent LOST: A billfold in Capitol The- more or less: Cresswell school
Princeton residents, one child,
ater or vicinity October 24; building—not on school lot—will
moved: Cresswell
2 yrs. old. Call 2141. .
/
21
finder may keep money and re- have to becontaining two and
school lot
given
for
ward
will
return
be
ATTENTION LADIES: Don't forthree fourths acres, more or less:
of billfold. Contact J. A. Crea- Silver Star school building—will
get the food sale Saturday, Oct.
sey, Jr. Phone 3240. General have to be moved: Scottsburg
29, at 9 a.m. at K. U. office,
school lot
Auto Supply Co.
17-1tp school building andmore or less.
sponsored by Circle No. 2 of
containing one acre,
the Ogden Memorial Methodist
All bids most be in the office
WANTED: Reliable woman for
17-He
of the Caldwell County Board of
Church.
stay
general house work; can
Education, Princeton, Ky., by
in home all time. Call 2164 or 10:00 a. m. November 7, 1949.
HALLOWE'EN CARNIVAL: FreThe Board reserves the right to
17-1tp
3711.
donia seniors will hold annual
reject any and all bids.
fall carnival Friday night, OcSigned Clifton" Clift, Secretary
FOR SALE: Charm Beauty Shop.
tober 28, at school gymnasium.
Floyd E. Jones, Chairman
Doing nice business. For infor16-3tc
inAdmission 10 cents. Public
45
-motion write Box 246 or Phone
17-Itc
vited.
880-M, Madisonville, Ky. 17-1tp
Instead of discarding your old
MALE HELP WANTED: Reliable
SALE: Five-room house; 68 housedresses, turn them into
FOR
man with car wanted to call
acres land; 5 miles out on rock aprons. If the dress is faded, use
on farmers in Caldwell Counroad; good barn; wire fence; a reputable brand of dye to give
ty. Wonderful opportunity. $15
possession at once. Kelly C. it new color and new life.
Morse and Co. Real Estate
SUPPORT the polio fund: Attend
17-Hp
Agency.
the old-fashioned barn dance at
FILMS ARE AIRED
the Country Club Hallowe'en
.I.sos Angeles— (AP) —Motion
night, 8 p. m. Admission - $1 a PLASTERBOARD: Just received
films are getting plenty
picture
in
plasterboard
of
3-8"
carload
a
person (Spectator or dancer).
space on television.
of
This
lengths.
10'
and
9'
8',
7',
17-1tc
For example, this'community
will probably be the last we'll
estiground.
receive until the coal strike and now with seven TV stations
and feaPrinceton will go to Hopkinsmidwestern rail strikes are set- mates that 700 westerns
within a
ville Saturday night where Tigtled. If you are going to need tures were transmitted
ers will battle Tigers.
any soon we suggest that you single year.
Few late release films have
take advantage of this opporto television,
tunity. Steger Lumber Co. been made available
however.
17-He
Phone 3340.

Phone 3305

Vote The Straight
Citizens

a

PRESERVES, Concord Grape, Monarch
2, 16 oz. cans 49c
Take One Taste and You'll Want a Case
Pt MPKIN, Autumn Harvest
2 large 30 us. cans

APPLE BUTTER, Dutch Girl
19

28 oz. jar
DOG FOOD, Pard
16 os. can
NU MAID OLEOMARGARINE
1 lb. p.kg.
SALMON, Pink, Ocean Glen
1 lb. can
DOG FOOD. Rival
white Cr.2 for
16 Oz. can
CORN, Smart Shopper,
Style, 20 oz. can
QUAKER OATS

2 for

small size pkg.
ORANGE JUICE, Osage
36 oz. can
MINCEMEAT, None Such,. dry
9 oz. pkg.
CRANBERRY SAUCE, Ocean Spray
16 oz. can
COFFEE, Monarch, reg. or drip
16 oz. can
RAISINS, Sunmaid, seedless

123(
29(
39(
19(
25(
16(
45(
19
15(

..

16 oz. pkg.
t'ORN, Can-D-Lite, white Cr. style
9 oz. can
stand.
NAVY BEANS, choice hand picked
8 lbs.
VIACARONI or SPAGHETTI, Red Cross

53(
15

2f)(
and a beautiful 10c water glass for way ss
every purchase of Loving Cup Tea
TOMATO JUICE, Naas
46 oz. can

1. The lowest city tax rate which will permit a workable and economical budget plan for municipal government and service; to
live within the city income; and to retire the city indebtedness as
fast as practical. We are AGAINST any form of city income tax.
2. A "friendly and courteous' police department which will efficiently enforce the law without favor; strictly enforce traffic
laws, particularly in school zones; and install needed traffic lights.
3. A city park with complete recreational facilities for all ages, if
this can be done without using any cify tax money or levying any
new tax.
4. Continued support of the Caldwell County War Memorial Hospital.

7-

Midnite Show
MON. NITE,OCT.31 - 10:45 P. M.
Clutching -Clawing
at human throats!

Krispy Crackers, Sunshine
1 lb. pkg.

THE
GHOST
WALKS

CHERRY CROCOLATES, Brad,
16 oz. pkg.
TOMATOES, May Day

121(
25(
25(
10(
15(
$1"
221(

19 oz. can
APPLE JUICE, Molt's
quart jar
PORK & BEANS, Ky. Beauty
3 No. 300 cans
PEAS, Handy, standard
20 oz. can
PEAS, Honey Dew, ex. std. 2 slee%

10

Alaska, 19 oz. can
('IGARETTES, Popular Brand:,
carton, tax inc., Ky. only
PEACHES, Remarkable, sliced
29 oz. can

15
25(

3 pkgs.

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
OYSTERS, standards
pints
TOMATOES
tube

69(
1 9f

APPLES, Rome Beauty
4 lbs.
RED EMPEROR GRAPES
lb.

MEAT SPECIALS
READY TO EAT PICNIC IIAMS
lb.

39

Red Front Stores
Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
WViS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky., Week Days

"LET'S SEE!
WHOSE RATES ARE LOWER?"
In last week's issue of Ute Princeton Leader this Progressive Ticket compared in part the
Electric Light rates between Princeton and Madisonville. These rates were practically the
same; except that Madistaiville not only got its Light and Power, but made in CASH money
after all operating expenses were paid, the nice sum of ONE HUNDRED FORTY ONE THOUSAND . . . $141,000.00, Princeton realizing no profit, but instead paying $8400 to the K. U
for Light and Power.

Net Profit From
Plant Operation
NOTHING
$70,500.99
$31,039.00
$68,063,37
$54,669.91

Princeton - $2.53
Bowling Green - $1.25
Russellville -$1.25
Hopkinsville - $1.25
Dyersburg, Tenn. - $2.25

From the foregoing RATES AND EARNINGS, which will be the more profitable ton to own and operate the Light and Power System or for the Kentucky Lit:
pany to continue with its operation???

If you are in favor of the foregoing, vote the straight 'Citizens
Ticket" on Nov. 8, 1949.

VOTE
A

The Progressive Ticket

REAL"

K. R. Cummins
For Mayor:
For Councilmen: Howard Stone
L. D. Elder
Euell Sweeney

CONWAY LACEY
0#K
9
Admission
ALL SEATS
40c

(Rep.)
(Rep.)
(Rep.)

R. C. Garrett
J. T. Beck
George Denham

Election, November 8, 1949
YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE APPRECIATED
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Some may tell you that Princeton cannot operate this Light Plant successfully. Our
"OUR NEIGHBORING TOWNS ARE DOING IT, WHY CAN'T WE?

For Mayor
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MI Child

puith.The Progressive Ticket again promises, if elected, to use our every effort to
Prinretrir
from Kentucky Utilities the Light and Power distribution system in the city of industrir•
then we will be in position to compete favorably with neighboring towns for new

STAY
AWAY!

'Iirds Majority
ed To Pass
sue To Finish
ospital

ight Held,
ary Meeti

Industrie
These neighboring towns of ours are our competitors for business and for new
How can we hope to secure factories that will enable our people to remain at home and b•
gainfully employed when these neighboring towns can offer all new businesses a mto"
cheaper electric rate? Think this over, will you!
•
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tat Group
Out Final
°Voters

embers To
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Princeton could only qualify under the last two of the above conditions.

Starring

78

any

1. T. V. A. Power
2. Transportation Facilities
3. Nearness to the fluor spar mines

6. Cooperation with the civic organizations in their efforts to
attract new industries to Princeton to give us a better economy.

For Councilmen
COOPER CRIDER
•
LEE CARDIN
WALTER H. ROGERS
N
HUGH BLACKBUR
BART GRIFFITH
JAMES
WILLARD "BILL" MILSTEAD
ED
BE
APPRECIAT
WILL
INFLUENCE
YOUR VOTE AND

/5(
32(

III 110 CRACKERS. 81114111111C
1 lb. pkg.

Kentecie
Mr. Robert Ragsdale, office manager, Pennsylvania Salt Mfg. Co., of Calvert City,
told the Paducah Kiwanis Club recently that his company is planning a $2$0,000.00 addle,
tb
to their Plant at Calvert City. Mr. Ragsdale gave three factors which entered into
selection of Calvert City for tlie 'Atitruction of their plant. They are as follows:

5. A continued improvement in the fire department and removal
of the fire department from petty city politics.

7. The extension of city water and sewer facilities to heretofore
neglected sections of the city.

19(

PUMPKIN PIE, Spice, McCormick
can
I

This week we submit a comparison of rates for Electric Current based upon 50 Kilowatt Hour,
(a fair residential usage) as found in our neighboring towns, all of which own th(':'• Let
Power distribution systems, Princeton of course excepted.

Ticket

We will give you

15C

LOVING CUP TEA, ti-lb. pkg.,
54-lb pkg.
49c

50 Kilowatt Hours

We submit for your consideration our platform. We pledge a business-like administration and in addition thereto list the major objectives
in our plan for the administration of the city business.
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